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M1SD 'High
Attendance
Day' planneci
for Thursday
By Sherry Purdom
MISD Public Information Officer
The Murray Independent
School District NISD) will
support the "State High
Attendance Day," on Thursday.
Sept. 16, supported by the
Kentucky' Directors of Pupil
Personnel.
Eleanor Mills Spry, MISD
assistant superintendent of curriculum
and
instruction.
explained that students who are
regular in daily school attendance are practicing good work
habits for the ever-changing
world requiring more technical
reading, math, writing and science skills in the workforce.
"Students are learning future
work skills as they attend
school daily." she said. "From
preschool to graduation, students are provided the opponunity to develop and hone the
concepts that shape their future
earning skills. We tell our students often, come to school to
leam so upon graduation you
are able to $earn."
Through
this state-wide
observance day, Kentucky
school% who rank in the highest
percentage attendance for
Thursday' will be awarded $500.
Awards will he determined
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OWN Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday. .Partly sunny.
Highs around 90. South winds
around 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy Lows in the mid 60s.
Thursday._ Partty sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms Highs in the
lower 80s
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 60s.
Friday_Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
Highs in the lower 80s.
Friday night...Mostly clear
Lows in the lower 60s.
clear.
Saturday .Mostly
Highs in the upper 80s.
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MCCH
formally
opens
new unit
Ribbon cut on local
Center for Geriatric
Behavioral Health

Above. staff at Murray-Cailoway
County Hospital unveil the new
Center for Geriatric Behavioral Health
Tuesday at a community reception. At
left, Dr. Maria Yee, pictured, will oversee the new center. She comes to
Murray from Philadelphia.
KYSER LOUGH

Ledger & Times

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for Geriatric
Behavioral Health was formally
opened Tuesday with a reception
and ribbon cutting.
The I 2-bed center offers short
term care for those 65 and older
that need psychiactric care and
adds to the offerings that the hospital provides.
"This is a very important part of
what we're doing at MCCH and
part of how the hospital is becoming a regional medical center. The
closest facility of this kind is in
Martin. Tenn.," said Keith Bailey.
hospital CEO, at the reception.
The unit will be overseen by Dr.
Maria Yee. who comes to MCCH

II See Page 2A

Future transfer
of weafth couW
mean benefits
for communities
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Mike Hammons told an audience in the Regional Special
Events Center's Murray Room
Tuesday that inter-generational
transfer of wealth presents a
opportunity
for
huge
Kentucky's rural communities
to build their resources in the
next few decades.
Hammons is
the executive
director of the
Kentucky
Philanthropy
Initiative and
was speaking
at a luncheon
hosted
by
MSU's Office
Regional Liles
of
Stewardship
and Outreach. He said the initiative had been formed in 2008
to promote philanthropy and
strategic grant writing to better
leverage private resources for
the common good. He said
while most wealth tends to be
centered in urban areas. rural
areas contain far more wealth
than people realize. Already.,
the current net worth of
Kentucky is about $311 billion,
which Hammons said is huge
considering that it is often considered a poor state.
Hammons said the KPI commissioned a study to look at
how much wealth will be transferred in the coming years as
money is passed down to heirs.
Nationwide. he said it would be
the largest transfer in history,
believed to be about $41 trillion

See Page 2A

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
HOUSE FIRE: The Murray Fire Department responded to the scene cf a fire at 504 Elm St. at 4 a.m. Wednesday. Five
trucks responded with 21 firefighters and were on the scene until 6:14 a.m. Interim Fire Chief Dickie Walls said the house
was heavily damaged, partly because it was an older house built with 'longue and groove" construction. meaning 3/4inch solid wood boards were used for walls and much of the structure. He said no one was inside when the fire started.
Pictured above, city wor-kers check the gas and water lines at the house.
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greater good is what we•re all about.
The TOMS mission transforms our
customers into benefactors. which
allows us to grow a truly sustainable
business rather than depending on
fundraising for support."
Mycoskie said that atter giving his
lecture at MSU, he would be traveling to Argentina to personally deliv-
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"Where helping Seniors IS
our business!"
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905 GLENDALE RD.• MURRAY • 759-1555

One for One program. The company'
is baseal on the premise that for eac.h
pair of shoes bought, a pair will be
donated to a child in need in a developing country, helping the children
attend school and protecting their
feet from injury and disease. The
TOMS website describes its mission, saying. "Using the purt.hasing
power of individuals to benefit the
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By tiAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The founder of TOMS Shoes told
a large audience of Murray State
University students at Lovett
Auditorium Tuesday night that
incorporating giving into a company's mission is not only good for the
world, but good for business
In 2006. Blake Mycoskie started
TOMS Shoes, which sponsors the
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Two students named Merit semifinalists •Attendance...
By TOPA BEFtRY
Staff Writer
Two local high sch()ol students have been named among
16.0(X) semifinalists in the 56th
annual
National
Merit
Scholarsh ip
Corporation's
national academic achievement
competition for 2011.
NMSC officials in Evanston,
III., have named Jacqueline T.
Elder. a senior at Calloway
County High School and Ian. L.
Holmes, a senior at Murray
High School with the honor.
Elder said she appreciates the
honor.
"It is something I worked very
hard to accomplish," she said. "I
appreciate all the opportunities
afforded to me as a result of the
efforts of many people in
Calloway
County
School
System. The instruction and
guidance was excellent with
very high expectation. I am confident that I have been very well
prepared for life beyond high
school."
According to David Dowdy,
public relations coordinator for
Calloway. Elder is a member of
the Laker Band, academic team
and speech team. She was voted
"most studious" in the senior
class and is a member of St. Leo

Catholic Church in Murray.
"Jacqueline's
greatest
strength is her inquisitive nature
and desire to learn. Because of
her outgoing personality and
subtle confidence, she is not
afraid to ask questions about
assignments or participate/add
to class discussions. She is also
a talented writer with a creative
mind: her grammar and
mechanical skills are beyond
her years," said Steve Smith.
honors English teacher at
CCHS.
Elder attended the Govemor's
Scholar Program at Bellartnine
University this summer wIrre
she was involved in creative
writing and acting. She traveled to Germany last summer in
a student exchange program
sponsored by Evonik. She is the
daughter of Bill and Rose Elder.
She
plans
to
attend
Northwestern University following graduation to major in
performance studies.
Holmes, the son of Terence
arid Robin Holmes of Murray.
said he is joyous and humbled to
receive such a prestigious honor.
"I will continue to work and
apply myself so that I may eam
the high title of 'finalist,' that so
many Murray High School stu-

an outstanding academic record
throughout high school, be
endorsed and recomrnended by
the school principal and earn
SAT scores that confirm the student's earlier qualifying test performance, according to MISD
officials. The semifinalist and a
school official must submit a
Holmes
Oder
detailed scholarship application,
dents before me attained," which includes the student's
self-descriptive essay and inforHolmes said.
MISD has named 37 National mation about the semifinalist's
Merit finalists since 1974. participation and leadership in
MHS Principal Teresa Speed, school and community activisaid being a semifinalist is an ties.
honor and she's proud Holmes
As
a
semifinalist.
achieved the award.
Holmes will compete for one of
"Ian joins an elite group of
Kentucky's brightest students," 2,500 National Merit $2.500
Speed said. "He is to be com- scholarships to be awarded on a
mended for this prestigious state representational basis.
Additionally, approximately
recognition."
National Merit Semifinalists 200 colleges and universities are
are selected from approximately expected to finance some 4,900
1.5 million students who take college-sponsored
Merit
the qualifying exam and are the Scholarship awards for finalists
16,000 highest scores among all who will attend
the sponsor
entrants. lliey will have opporinstitution. National Merit
tunity to compete for 8,400
Merit Scholarship awards worth Scholarship winners of 2011
$36 million to be awarded in will be announced in four
Spring 2011. To become a nationwide news releases beginfinalist. the student must have ning in April and concluding in
July.

TVA residential bills increase up to $8.50 a month
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn.
(AP) — Tennessee Valley
Authonty residential customers
will pay up to $8.50 more each
month starting in October as the
utility passes along its eighth
straight increase in fuel cost.
The 6.4 percent increase in
the fuel cost adjustment is the
largest since August 2007 and

totals 28 percent when added to
monthly increases since March.
The utility's website shows
that compared to September, the
fuel cost adjustment will add
between $4 and $8.50 to monthly residential bills, depending
on amount of power used.
TVA says high temperatures
in August limited power genera-

tion capabilities and demand
exceeded projections by 8 percent.
The nation's largest public
utility supplies power to nearly
9 million people in Tennessee,
Alabama,
Mississippi,
Kentucky, Georgia, North
Carolina and Virginia.

elementary. middle and secondary schools. Kentucky parents
statewide based on each indi- and teachers are strongly.
vidual school's performance.
encouraged to participate.
regardless of district. On High
During last year's "High
Attendance Day each school
Attendance
Day,- Murray
may compete in one of three
categories: elementary. middle, Middle School was named the
or high school. Each school's regional winner. MMS led with
home district may determine the an outstanding 99.07 percent
category. that most accurately attendance. Murray Elementary
applies to each of its schools. School and Murray High School
Awards will be determined followed close behind with
a
statewide based on each indi96.49 and 95.47 percent attenvidual school's performance,
respectively. Awards will
regardless of its district's per- dance
statewide based
determined
be
formance.
Tlie High Attendance Day is on each individual school's peradopted for Kentucky public, formance. regardless of district.

From Front

•Benefits...
From Front
by 2053. He said tax records
showed that poor counties were
much more generous than one
might think and that the records
showed enormous potential for
philanthropy. He said it was
important that rural communities grow a local base of funding
for projects so they wouldn't be
as dependent on Frankfort and
Washington, D.C.
Hammons said developing
rural foundations was much dif-

ferent from starting similar
organizations in big cities. In
urban areas, everyone seems to
know who the wealthiest families are and charitable organizations focus about 90 percent of
their attention getting continued
support from them. In rural
areas, it is critical to engage
everyone in the community
because small amounts can
make a big difference, he said.
To
learn
more,
visit
www.kyphilanthropy.org.

•MCCH...
From Front
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Murrayan listed in critical condition

from Philadelphia. Yee was
introduced at the reception and
said she is excited to be a part of
the new center.
"Geriatric Pscychology is a
growing field," Yee said.
"Psychiactric conditions are
highly treatable. It's a small
bump in the life joumey and
we're here to help them get
back on track "

Murra Lei

Salem Church Road and %vas
Staff Report
A Murray, man is in critical moving slowly at the time of the
condition after a two-vehicle collision.
collision on State Route 121
Coleman sustained serious
south of Murray Tuesday morn- injuries in the collision and was
ing.
airlifted
to
Vanderbilt
Kentucky State Police were University Medical Center for
dispatched to the collision just treatment. Harcourt was uninbefore 7 a.m. on State Route
jured. Both occupants were
121 near the intersection of Old
wearing their seatbelts at the
Salem Road in Calloway
time of the collision. KSP was
County. The preliminary invesassisted at the scene by the
tigation indicated that a 1992
Pontiac Grand Prix, operated by Calloway County Sheriff's
Murray
Fire
Robert Coleman. 34, of Murray, Office,
was driving south on 121. For Department, Mun-ay/Calloway
reasons unknown, Coleman's EMS. and Calloway County
vehicle collided with the rear of DES Rescue Squad. The invesa 1990 International Dump tigation is continuing by
Truck hauling dirt. The dump Trooper Stephen Humphreys
truck, operated by Edward and Master Trooper Christopher
Harcourt, 49, of Murray. had Anderson with the Kentucky
recently pulled out of Old State Police
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The flu vaccine i.s available now cit

Primary Care
Medical Center
No appointment is necessary to
receive your vaccine.
1000 So_uth 12th Street, Murray I 270.759.9200
ww,w.primarycaremedicalcenter.com
Mon - Fri: 8ani - 8pm I Sat: 8om 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

Easy, tough ... we all have to make them. But
sometimes we need a little help. At The Murray
Bank, we make those tough decisions a little easier
for you. Our experienced local loan department
makes all their loan decisions internally, right here
in Murray. Plus, we'll find the loan that works
best for your needs. So why wait for an answer
from someone you don't know at a far-away
corporate headquarters? Next time you need a
loan, call your friends at The Murray Bank.
Now,that's an easy decision.

•

The

Murray Bank
//ms• Banking Slwahl

405 South 12th Street &
700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
14%.».themurrabank.com
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MSU faculty elects Rose
as regent representative
HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Dr. Jack D. Rose has beea
elected to serve as the faculty
representative on the Murray
State University Board of
Regents.
With four candidates. a runoff
election was held among MSU
faculty on Monday and
Tuesday. Dr. Rose received 64
percent of the vote, according to
an e-mail from Faculty Senate
Secretary Donna Miller. Rose's
term will run through June 30,
2013.
"1 was very pleased with the
support I received from the faculty," Rose said. "It was, I
think, one of the highest percentages we've ever had to vote
on that position and I'm obviously pleased with the results
since I feel like I had a strong
majority."
Rose said he would work for
faculty interests and the interests of the university and promised to be accessible and to
focus on building strong relationships with other board

members. He
said
he
thought
the
cuffent membership of the
Board
of
Regents was
strong and that
he had confidence in Dr.
Rom
Constantine
"Deno"
Curris's abilities as chairman.
Rose received his Ed.D. in
School Administration and
Secondary Education from
Indiana University in 1971 and
is a tenured full professor of
school administration at MSU.
He served as the first president
of the Murray State Faculty
Senate in the 1975-76 school
year.
"With 71.99 percent of eligible voters casting a ballot in the
runoff. the Faculty Senate of
Murray State University offers
its' congratulations to Dr. Jack
Rose," Miller wrote.
The next board meeting is
scheduled for Friday.

•Corporate giving...
positioned to provide free shoes
indefinitely.
er the one millionth pair of
After making 250 pairs of
shoes the company had given
shoes with local artisans in a
since it was started. He
tiny factory, Mycoskie returned
described the remarkable set of
to Los Angeles and went to a
circumstances that led the
founding of TOMS Shoes. Eight few shops trying to entice them
years ago. Mycoskie and his sis- into selling them. After he finalter competed in the second sea- ly had luck with a store managson of NBC's "The Amazing er - she was expecting someone
Race," saying she still blames else when he showed up and
him for causing them to lose $1 told his story before she could
million by being four minutes tum him away - his shoes were
later than the winners. While put in the window with a photo
competing on the show, they of him and a child and an explawent to Argentina. but didn't get nation of the mission. Before
to take their time, so he returned long, articles were written about
there on vacation a few years him in the L.A. Times and
later.
Vogue and he was getting more
By that time. Mycoskie had
orders than he could handle
found success with two other
partners with an online drivers from places like Nordstrom's
ed course. He said he spent a lot and many others. His partners
of time during his vacation eventually bought him out, givdrinking Malbec and absorbing ing him money to hire people
the local culture, leading him to who helped him expand.
Mycoskie said he believed the
meet a group who were planning to give shoes to children in model he applied to TOMS was
a nearby village. They invited the future of business. He said it
him along and Mycoskie said he is important to make a connecfelt such a tremendous sense of tion with customers that make
joy on the -shoe drop" that he them feel good about buying
wanted to continue that feeling. your product, and that they didHis friend pointed out that the n't have to spend money on
chiidren would soon outgrow
advertising because the custhe shoes and Mycoskie started
tomers were their best marto agonize over what the best
way would be to keep giving keters. He said he loved talking
when there was a need. This led to college campuses because he
him to conclude that while char- wanted to inspire students to
ities are usually dependent on incorporate giving in their lives
donations,a company that creat- and to maybe start the next
ed a product would be better TOMS for another cause.

Big night for tea party:0 Donnell wins Delaware
By MICHAEL R. BLOOD
Associated Press Writer
It's tea time in Amenca.
(unser% ate.c
Christine
O'Donnell pulled ott a stunning
upset mer nine-term Rep. Mike
Castle in the Republican Senate primary in Delaware Tuesday. propelled by. tea party activists into a
showdown
November
with
Democrat Chris Coons. After a primary. season shaped b) economic
pain and exasperated voters. the
grass-roots.
anti-establishment
movement can claim wins in at
least seven GOP Senate races. a
handful of Republican gubernatorial contests and dozens of House pnmary campaigns, and it influenced
many others.
In the fight for New Hampshire's
Republican Senate nomination. a
second insurgent trailed in vote
counting (hat was still going on
Wednesday. After lagging in early
returns, former Attomey General
Kelly Ayone moved ahead of Ovick
Larnontagne with a lead of roughly
I,000 votes. with results tallied
from 85 parent of precincts. Ayotte
was backed by. establishment
Republicans and Alaska Gov. Sarah

Rahn, Lamontagne. a former chairman of the state Board of
Education. campaigned cvith the
support of tea party activisls.
In New York. tea party ally Carl
Paladin() dealt another shock to the
GOP establishment. defeating former Rep. Rick Lazio in the race for
the party's nomination for governor. Paladino
face state
Attorney General Andrew Cuomo.
the well-known son of forrner Gov.
Mario Cuceno.
The Delaware outcome reflected
the energy and enthusiasm of the
tea partiers, but O'Donnell also
enters the race against Coons as an
underdog. putting GOP control of
the Senate funher out of reach.
Fortner George W. Bu.sh political
adviser Karl Rove told Fox News
Channel, "This is net a race we're
going to be able to win," and
Delaware Republicans actively
worked against her in as Tuesday's
voting drew to an end.
On Wednesday, a triumphant
O'Donnell accused the party of
"Republican cannibalism."
She told ABC's "Good Morning
America" that if party leaders
"were serious about winning. we

,,ould repair the damage done and
insisted
she could von the Senate seat ithout their help.
Democratic nalional ,torrimiltee
chief Tint Kam,: told NBC's
"Today." on Wednesday that
O'Donnell's win was good for
Democrats and a funher sign of the
"civil war" in the Republican party
"That creates opportunities tor
us," he said. The O'Donnell w in
shows that moderate Republican
voters are being firced from their
party and will "hat.e 10 look long
and hard before supporting these
candidates.- Kaine said,
Speaking Tuesday. night at an
Elks Lodge in Do% er, Del..
O'Donnell thanked Sarah Palin for
her endorsement as well as the Tea
Party Express. a California political
committee that spent at least
S237,000 to help her defeat Castle,
a moderate and a fixture in
Delaware politics for a generation.
Republican Party officials who
saw Castle as their only hope for
winning the Delaware seat once
held by Vice President foe Biden
made clear they will not provide
funding for O'Donnell in the genet-

al election. The Republican state
chairman. Tom Ross. has ...Ir.
O'Donnell "could not be electe,:
dogcatcher." and records surfaced
during the campaign show mg that
the IRS had once slapped a lien
against her and that her house had
been headed fitr foreclosure. She
also claimed --- Likely • to hint:
carried two of the staie's CoUrlites
a race a‘,!ain,t Riden .!‘
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Petillo, former football champion and
MSU alumnus, makes generous gift
example of how to give back
By DANA HOWARD
MSU Alumni Affairs
through one's estate, we are
MURRAY, Ky- The estate of very appreciative."
the late John Petillo, former
Ella Logsdon of Cave City
football champion and MSU
and
long-time friend and execuKy.
alutnnus of Glasgow.
recently made a generous gift to tor of Mr. Petillo's estate said,
Murray State University from a "John loved Mun-ay State and
bequest provision to support wanted to help out his academic
Racer football and to advance area of the sciences and the
the sciences.
Petillo, a New Jersey native, football program. John was a
graduated from MSU in 1951 member of a great MSU foot
and received a bachelor of sci- ball team - they won the OVC
ence degree in physical educa- and went to the Tangerine Bowl
tion and science. In 1948 Petillo in 1948 and finished 9-1- I. I
lettered on the varsity fmnball
was glad to help him fulfill his
team which won the ()VC
wishes
of assisting his alma
the
and
Championship
Tangerine Bowl with a record mater."
of 9-1-1.
Petillo served in the U.S.
Bob Jackson, associate vice Arrny from 1951-1953 as athpresident of development and letic and recreation non-comgovernmental relations, said
missioned officer. Petillo also
Petilio's gift will be one for the
history books. much like served as a swimming instructor
Petillo's record breaking foot- and assisted in the training of
ball team.
several athletic teams. In the
"We are deeply grateful to the fall of 1952, he served as assisestate of John Petillo for this
tant coach of the football team
wonderful gift of $50,(X)0,"
Jackson said. "Mr. Petillo never at Fort Hood, Texas. He worked
forgot his alma mater and was as a hospital recreation specialvery supportive of Murray State ist at the VA Hospital in Fort
and its programs, especially Lynn. Colo. He was retired
football. Mr. Petillo played on from the U.S. Department of the
one of the greatest football
Interior National Park Service
teams in MSU history - the
1948 Tangerine Bowl team. Mr. at Mammoth Cave National
Petillo has set a wonderful Park.
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Murray words heard
around the world
The handwriting is on the
%ails of Murray State University's Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
so if you have something to
say to the world, here's your
chance. From now until October 10, a unique community
workshop at the gallery on the
6th floor of the Fine Arts Building invites citizens to craft
**Messages from Murray" and
post them on shipping materials donated by leading manufacturers. Briggs & Stratton.
Corporation and Southeastern Books supplied thousands of pounds of boxes and
plywood flats to be festooned
with words and images. When
the exhibition is over, the artistically-enhanced shipping materials go back to the companies so they can be uscd to
ship products: thus, "Messages
from Murray" will be heard
around the world.
At the opening reception.
people of all ages from near
and far showed up to pitch in
their two cents through word,
image or both. Holly Taylor
from Newark, Ohio, scrawled
an artistic rendition of the word
-Utopia" on her packing material. Casey Bradley from Fort
Thomas, Kentucky, drew a giant
jellyfish, an icon that has been
turning up in her own art work
lately. "Aesthetically, I enjoy
how malleable jellyfish are," she
explained. "It is also interesting that when a jellyfish is
out of the water, it is flat."
Another MSU art student
penned the thought-provoking
sentiment, "If voting changed
anything, it would be illegal."
Chris Hendricks, an MSU
graduate and currently a parole
office, brought his four-yearold daughter to the exhibition
opening. As he watched her
draw earnestly on a flat rectangle of cardboard, he
remarked, "I was not truly a
man until 1 had a daughter,"
a comment that should be captured on something more permanent than packing goods.
Rachel Mauser, Louisville,
Ky., threw herself down on a
large block of cardboard and
a fellow art student traced her
outline. The result looked like
a remnant from a crime scene,
creating impact that Rachel
described as fantastic. "Art
should involve the community," she declared,"and we don't
often get opportunities like this.
When people around the country receive our art work, I hope
it makes them think about wheee
the products are coming from
- not from corporations but
people."
Age 7, Ellen Blalock commandeered multi-colored markers to express her innermost
thoughts. "Girls rule" was one
of her slogans. She also wrote
the following: "Hi! i am Ellen
I love cats. My favorite color
is hot magenta..." Ellen's mom,
Shannon, found the whole
process really interesting. "I'd

love to be a
fly on the
wall when
the packages
finally get to
where
they're
going," she
said, wondering what
the range of
reactions
Main Street
would be.
As
the By Constance
Alexander
evening
went on, the Ledger & Times
COlumnist
huge gallery
was redolent
with
the
scent of colored markers, and
the squeaky sounds of madcers on cardboard. As more and
more messages were completed, another noise was added
to the growing cacophony as
the art works were nailed to
the walls.
Brainchild of Mel Ziegler,
"Messages from Murray" is
one of a long line of unusual participatory art projects he
was conceived. Explaining his
thought process, he said, "I
believe that art should happen
in socially active space.
Through my art, I'm interested in trying to engage the public and the community." He
went on to say that art engages
viewers in a general sense, but
he talces the approach a step
further. "This is different," he
said, gesturing to take in the
gallery and the enthusiastic clusters of people engaged in creating their own brand of art.
Ziegler, an artist of international renown, chairs Vanderbilt University's studio arts
department. He moved to Tennessee from Texas, where he
taught at University of Texas
in Austin. In addition, he chaired
the Austin Arts Conunission
for three years, spearheading
efforts to increase conununity
support of public art. Under
his leadership, die city council raised the amount of construction funds that must be
comrnitted to public art from
1 to 2 percent.
For eighteen years, Ziegler
collaborated with his partner
Kate Ericson to find ways to
infiltrate socially active space
with art. Since Ericson's death
in 1995, he has begun to forge
his own artistic path, though
he continues to focus on public art.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
is located on MSU's campus
in 604 Doyle Fine Arts Building. Gallery hours are Monday - Friday, 8 I.m. to 5 p.m.,
with Saturday and Sunday from
I - 4 pm. Questions about the
exhibit can be directed to gallery
director Mary VanWassenhove,
at 270-809-6734.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the cohunnist directly at
constancealexander@newwave
comm.net.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Throwing the torch to a new generation
On a Labor Day twenty- (both sisters were almost deaf) brother and
line of our ancestors who had
one years ago, we drove to before Ivis. Glenn came to the his family,
lived on the farm since 1867.
an old family farm in Hick- door with the aid of a walk- one for my
Among the names are my great
man County in far western Cr.
mother and
grandfather and great grandKentucky. We wanted our oneThe tiny, stooped woman father, and
mother, and my grandfather.
year-old son to meet his eld- ushered us into the central two for us,
my father's father. When Ms.
erly relatives, two sisters, our room of the house, a room one to keep
Glenn handed us the frame,
distant cousins who lived with a fireplace and with logs at home arid
you can imagine the scene
together in a log cabin built still exposed except where one for my
the small frail woman, hair up
by my great grandfather in book-lined shelves covered two college
in a bun, balanced one hand
1867.
walls. Ms. Geneva, who was office.
1
on her walker and then handJohn Wesley Bolin had the perfect picture of Mayber- cherish Home and
ed me the works of art with
Away
moved from North Carolina ry's Aunt Bea, had died a few these works
her stronger, yet trembling.
By James
and then to Tennessee before years before.
of art, and I
hand.
Duane Bolin
heading north into Kentucky.
On this day, Ms. Patti soon show them
As she handed them to me.
His son, my grandfather, Wes- joined Ms. Glenn in the room, off to my Ledger & Times she repeated the lines froni
Columnist
ley Lafayette Bolin, had been and we presented our son Wes- students
John McCrae's World War I
bom in the cabin. My father. ley—Cammie Jo was yet to each terrn.
poem. "In Flanders Fields.James Wesley Bolin, had vis- be born—to them and visited
Oil the back of one of them, lines that she had typed on
ited the place often. We named for the better part of two hours. the one I show to my stu- the back along with the names
our son, Wesley Seaton Bolin, Evelyn and I sat on the edge dents, Ms. Glenn had typed: of our ancestors: "To you
after his forbears. Four gen- of a rope bed on which my "To Duane and Evelyn and from failing hands, we thrcm
erations of Wesleys. And we're grandfather was born. Wes- Wes:
the torch. be yours to hold it
not even Methodists!
ley had the run of the floor.
Plant material in this pic- high."
The logs of the old house
We finally got up to take ture grew on a farm and along
I have yet to find a belie!
had since been covered on the our leave, but before we made the roadside by the fartn in reason to study History, or a
outside with planed boards. but it to the front door, Ms. Glenn Hickman County, Kentucky more powerful injunction to
the log smokehouse, raised in instructed us to wait as she guid- where we now live.
share our knowledge of the
1870, still stood intact behind ed her walker to a back room.
The farm was bought by past with the next generation
the main structure.
She retumed with a stack of our grandfather [my great So, to the next generation tit
We drove up the angled framed works of art. In retire- grandfather] in 1867. He built children and students: "Tc
drive, parked by an ancient ment, the sisters had coliected a house on it and moved into you from failing hands. we
gingko tree with its fan-shaped flowers and leaves from the it with his wife and children, throw the torch, be yours to
leaves still two months away grounds that made up the farm, in November of that year. It hold it high."
from turning a brilliant yellow pressed them, and arranged has been home to his descenDuane Bolin teaches in th(
gold before falling to carpet them on black velvet before dants, one or several at a time, Department of History at Mut.
the ground around the house. placing them in frames.
in unbroken succession since ray State University. Coma(
We knocked on the front
Ms. Glenn gave us four of that time."
him at duane.holin 1111/1
door and waited a long time the art pieces, one for my
Ms. Glenn then listed the raystate.edu.
To the Editor,
Having traveled extensively
in many states, both in small
towns and larger cities, I have
noticed garbage truck for many
years and had become accustomed to the trucks being dirty
and an eyesore. Not so in Murray, Kentucky.
We have the cleanest trucks
that I have had the opportunity to see. Our public works
Department, and the people who
work there, are to be commended.
This enhances a visitor subconscious view of our town.
Kudos to Murray.
Hugh Roberts
Murray, Ky.

OUR READERS
WRITE

To the Editor:
teer Fire Department. Why?
Calloway County was estab•In 1830 we had a populalished in 1823 and it took a tion of 5,164, now it's 34,177
days ride by horseback to get and we are due to grow by 6
from one end of the county percent next year.
to the other. Today it takes
•We have two school sysaround 10-15 minutes, if trans- tems with their own expensportation can make that kind es...Why dont we call them
of progress, why hasn't our gov- the Calloway Tigers?
ernments?
*How do we justify a City
Examples:
Budget of nearly 11,000,000.
•We have three Police dollars and a County Budget
Departments including MSU. of over 13,000,000?
Are we so crime ridden in
•When was the last time
Murray? Why?
you heard from a local politi•We also have a full time cian to see if they could help
Fire Department and a Volun
you? The only time I hear
from them is at election time.
•I have not seen an increase
in my Social Security payment
for two years. How do we justify an 8 percent increase in
our city budget? Why?
Letters may be sent to P.O. Ilox 1040, Murray, KY
•Why do we have a Coun4207I, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
ty Judge, a Mayor with four
editorOmurrayledgercom.
Magistrates. and 13 Council
4/ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
Member's? Why'?
address and phone number for verification purposes. E•Who is paying for all of
this? You and Me.
mailed letters must have address and phone number.
If our city's Father's and
4/ No lefters will be printed anonymously.
Mother's had our best inter4/ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
ests at heart and we are the
typed or legible.
children, then I would say we
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
are victims of Financial Child
or relect any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
Abuse!! Join together NOW
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
and lets make a change, now!!
Tom Ewing
the Forum page.
Murray, Ky
4/ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out spon-

LE'TTERS POLICY

sors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole. will not be
accepted.
Lefters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

To The Editor:
I enjoy eating out frequently in establishments that have
different smoking policies without a government mandate. I
am a non-smoker and 1 choose
places that have gcod food

along with a i[kmdiy
phere.
I think that not smokin,L
and smoke free environment,
are good ideas. I'm sure thai
Heaven is smoke free, but di,.
last time I woke up, I wa,
still in Murray. KY.
Americans for hundreds ot
years chose to make growing.
smoking, and chewing tobacco legal. Respecting the individual rights of Americans and
private entrepreneurs runs deep
in my heart. because of the
Declaration of Independence.
the Constitution, and the Holy
Bible. I believe that most ot
our problems can be solved
our government would lean
to major in their responsibilt
ties while allowing the fre,
private enterprise to major
its responsibilities. People
government should major ir:
applying the principles founc
in the Declaration of Indepen
dence and the Constitutior
Perhaps then our nation cal
return to being the greate,
nation with the greatest c
omy that the world has
known. God was wise enoug
to give us a free will witI
guidelines so we could leati
from our mistakes and not be
a bunch of robots. What we
have now is a government
made up mostly of little people with little ideas who think
that Americans arc too stupid
to be nothing more than robots
bowing down to their little
ideas. Most of them remind
me of teenagers with multiple
additions with a pocket full ot
credit cards and unlimited credit.
Dan Walker - Atnerican First
Murray'. Ky.
David Roos - American First
Murray. Ky..
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Obituaries
Graveside services for Darlene A. Wilson, 77. of Lacon, Ill., were
held today, Wednesday. Sept. 15, 2010, at I I a.m. at the Lacon
Cemetery with Father Thomas Mizeur officiating.
Wilson died Saturday, Sept. I I, 2010, at 5:20 a.m. at OSF St.
Fran,:is Hospital in Peoria. III.
Born Nov. 7, 1932, in Streator, Ill., to the late Andrew W. and
Emtna(Remeta) Katcher. she married James D. Wilson, formerly of
Murray. on Sept. I, 1952. at St. Stephen's Church in Streator. Wilson
was a secretary for the U.S. Air Force; the Pentagon in Washington,
D.C.: the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Fort Belvoir, Va.: and the
Central Intelligence Agency in Langley, Va.
She was preceded in death by her husband on May 5, 2002; and
her son. James A. (Jay) Wilson, who was born Jan. 29, 1960 and
died Jan. 14, 1989.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to ARK (Lacon no kill animal shelter). LS 52 or American Legion Post 593 of Lacon. Lenz
Memorial Home of Lacon is in charge of arrangements.
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DREAM Act could come before Senate

Dariene A. Wilson

ledger.com

OBITUARIES /NATIoN

Funeral services for Nancy C. Fleming. 69,of Lovelaceville, will
be held today, Weelnesday, Sept. 15, 2010, at 2 p.m. at the
Lovelaceville Missionary Baptist Church with the Rev. Bill Mason
officiating. Burial will follow in Lovelaceville Cemetery. Visitation
will be today, after noon, at the Lovelaceville Missionary Baptist
Church.
Fleming died Sunday, Sept. 12. 2010, at 11:17 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital.
A member of Lovelaceville Missionary Baptist Church, she was
a retired social worker for the State of Kentucky Department of
Protection and Permancy.
In addition to her parents, Charles Murray Turner and LaVanche
Nelson Turner, Fleming was preceded in death by two sons, David
Fleming and Darin Fleming; and a brother, Terry Tumer.
She is survived by two sons, Brent Fleming and wife. Dawne of
Bardwell, and Corey Fleming of Lovelaceville: a sister, Sandra
Jackson and husband, Kenny of Murray; two brothers, Butch Tumer
and wife, Janet of Louisville, and Gerald "G.T." Tumer and wife,
Anna of Murray: seven grandchildren, Jimmy Fleming. Britaney
Florance, Micheal Fleming, Jasey Fleming, CarLee Fleming. Emily
Yarbrough and Amanda Fleming; two great-grandchildren: and several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Lovelaceville
Missionary Baptist Church, P.O. Box 110, Lovelaceville, KY.
42060. Online condolences can be left at www.milnerandorncom.

[pent.
WASHINGTON (AP) - military at least two years and move. Reid is
Senate Majority Leader Harry complete two years of college.
facing a tough
Reid blamed Republicans tor
Reid said Tuesday. he wants to
Democrats have also prom- re-election
the inability to pass a sweeping
attach an amendment to an ised gay rights groups an end to challenge fronl
immigration reform bill.
upcoming defense policy bill the "Don't Ask. Don't Tell tea
party
"I•ve tried to. I've tried so
that would help young people in Policy." That is in the bill that fa v or i te
very. very hard, but those
Republicans we've had in the
the country illegally become Reid said he'll try tc take up Sharron Any!,
who supi
next week.
last Congress (who backed
legal U.S. residents.
Republicans oppose both tougher Muni
immigration reform) have left
The Nevada Democrat said at
gration laws.
us." he said.
a Capitol news conference that measures.
Asked whether he had the H spanic
before
Reid
the legislation known as the
Minutes
McConnell
DREAM Act is long overdue. votes for the DREAM Act, Reid make up a
announced his plans, Senate
quarter of Nevada's population.
Leader
Mitch
But he wouldn't say whether he responded: "I sure hope so."
Minority
A spokesman tin the Nevada McConnell
President Barack Obama has
described
the
has the votes for the atnendbeen under fire in the immigrant Republican Party. declared defense policy bill as "needlessment.
The act allows young people and Hispanic communities Reid's announcement a cam- ly controversial" because of the
who attend college or join the because Congress has failed to paign stunt.
inclusion of the "Don't Ask.
"Nevada voters will over- Don't Tell" measure and plans
military to become legal U.S. move an immigration reform
bill despite his promise to whelmingly reject these desper- to add the DREAM Act.
residents.
The young people must have address the issue in his first year ate political parlor gatnes that
"I can't tell you right now
could only come from a 28-year how easy it will be to move forcome to the country when they in the Oval Office.
were under 16 years of age and
Some critics say Democrats' establishment Democrat seeking ward with that bill." said
have been in the country five end-of-the-year push on immi- a fifth term in the U.S. Senate." McConnell. R-Ky.
years. They have to serve in the gration reform is a political Jahan Wilcox said in a state-

Investigators: Egg company knew of salmonella

WASHINGTON(AP)-The and investigations subcommitIowa egg farm at the center of a tee chairman Bart Stupak, Dmassive salmonella outbreak Mich., said they were concerned
received hundreds of positive that DeCoster did not inform
results for salmonella in the two them of the positive results
years before its eggs sickened when the panel asked him to
more than 1,500 people, con- provide documents in August.
gressional investigators said One of the questions the panel
Tuesday.
asked DeCoster was to show
In a letter to the company's dates and results of all positive
owner, the House Energy and findings after microbiological
Commerce Committee said its testing.
investigators had obtained
"When you testify before the
records showing Wright County committee, we ask that you
Egg received 426 positive come prepared to explain why
results for salmonella between your facilities tested potentially
2008 and 2010. The company positive
for
Salmonella
recalled 380 million eggs in Enteritidis contamination on so
August after its products were many occasions, what steps you
took to address the contaminalinked to hundred.s of illnesses.
The committee said the posi- tion identified in these test
Dan Thomas 'Tommy' Marshall
tive results found over the last results. and whether you shared
Mr. Dan Thomas "Tommy" Marshall, 70. of Murray, died two years included 73 samples these results with FDA or other
Tuesday. Sept. 14. 2010, at 6:45 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care that were potentially positive for federal or state food safety offiSalmonella Enteritidis, die strain cials," Waxman and Stupak
Center in Murray.
Mr. Marshall was bom Dec. 5, 1939, in Muffay. responsible for the recent out- wrote.
DeCoster is scheduled to tesHe was a 1957 graduate of the Murray Training break.
In the letter to Austin "Jack" tify before the panel next week.
School and also received a B.S. in Business in
1961, was a member of the Arrny ROTC where he DeCoster, the owner of Wright In a statement attributed to
was commissioned as a 2nd lieutenant in the County Egg, conunittee chair- unidentified officials of Wright
Adjutant General Con), and was also a member of man Henry Waxman, D-Calif.. County Egg. the company said it
the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. While serving in
the Army from 1961-1967, he achieved the rank of
Captain and was stationed at various Army Bases
across the U.S. When he retumed to Murray State,
CHICAGO (AP)
Junior he didn't think he was contahe received a Masters of Arts in Education in 1970,
Marshall
as well as, the plus 30 program in 1971. Mr. doctors quickly team that expo- gious or that his illness hamMarshall was an M.S.U. financial aid fiscal officer sure to patients' germs is part of pered his ability to take care of
the job, but a study suy,gests patients.
from 1969-1973. He then began serving as
Jena, a study co-author, said
tendent of the Murray City Gas system in 1974. many are returning the favor.
More than half of doctors in getting someone else to take
."•"
where he was a member of the state board of directors and president of the Kentucky Gas Association in training said in a survey that over his shift on short notice
1982-1983. He later became superintendent of the Murray Water they'd shown up sick to work, "was not worth the cost of workand Sewer system and was named City Administrator until his and almost one-third said they'd ing while a bit sick." He was not
among the survey participants.
retirement in 1995. He was a charter member of the Murray done it more than once.
Misplaced dedication and
The researchers analyzed an
Optimist Club in 1967 and also an officer and named Optimist of the
Year. He was also a member of the Murray Rotary Club and a Rotary fear of letting other doctors anonymous survey of 537 medFoundation Harris Fellow. In addition. he also served as a board down are among reasons the ical residents at 12 hospitals
member of the Economic Development Corp. of Murray and researchers cited as possible around the country conducted
last year by the Accreditation
Calloway County, the Murray Chamber of Commerce, where he was explanations.
Dr. Anupam Jena, a medical Council for Graduate Medical
president in 1990, and the Chamber's Leadership Murray class of
Massachusetts Education. The response rate
1984. And. in 1997-2001, he served on the board of directors for the resident at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Loyal to his favorite sports, Mr. General Hospital in Boston, was high; the hospitals were not
Marshall served as a baseball coach for various leagues in the developed food poisoning identified.
The results appear in
Murray Calloway County Parks for over 12 years and rarely missed symptoms halfway tluough an
wernight shift last year, but said Wednesday's Journal of the
an MSU Basketball game. He was also of the Church of Christ faith
and attended the First Christian Church of Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Olivia Barnett Marshall of Murray,
son. Victor T. Marshall of Brentwood, Tenn.; daughter. Alison
You are cordially invited to our
Marshall of Murray; and granddaughter, Lily Alexandra Sanchez of
Murray: two sisters. Anne Bonner, and Sue Cochran both of Murray:
three sisters-in-law, Carla Marshall of Hardin, Judith Hill of Murray,
June Magness (Charles) of Mayfield: and also several nieces and
at tilt'
nephews.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Carl and Louise Salmon
Marshall; and one brother, Bobby Marshall.
Funeral services will be held Friday. Sept. 17, 2010, at 10:30 a.m.
at the First Christian Church in Murray. The Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin
and John Dale will officiate and burial will be in the Murray City
Cemetery'. Visitation will be held Thursday, Sept. 16, 2010, from 58 p.m. at the First Christian Church.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the following: Alzheimer's
Association, Kaden Towers, 6100 Dutchmans Lane STE 401,
Louisville, Ky. 40205-3284 or the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice House building fund, 803 Poplar St. Murray, Ky.
42071. Online condolences can be left at: www.thejhchurchillfunerSunday Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
alhome.com. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Paid Obituary

has already provided some positive results to the committee and
the
Food
and
Drug
Administration and will continue to do so.
"While we were terribly disappointed to find positive results
for Salmonella Enteritidis in
eggs. the results affirmed the
appropriateness of our voluntary
recall." the statement said.
According to the committee.
the company. received as many
as 67 positive results this year
alone before the FDA investigation in response to the August
recall.
That includes one positive
result for Salmonella Enteritidis
on July 26. less than three weeks
before the company recalled the
eggs.
The recall eventually grew to
more than a half-billion eggs
and included another company,
Hillandale Farms. that also has
ties to DeCoster.
The letter does not say how
the committee obtained the
results or from whom. The testing appears to have been done

by a veterinary diagnostic laboratory at Iowa State University.
which is listed on reports of the
results released by the committee.
A spokesman for the laboratory was not immediately available for comment.
The reports also say the
results were forwarded to the
Department's
Agriculture
National Veterinary Services
Laboratories to confirm the
presence of salmonella. indicating some at the department may
have known about the instance
of salmonella at DeCoster's
farm.
A spokeswoman for the
Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service, which oversees the labs, said the agency
does thousands of confirmatory.
tests for universities or states
and sends them back to the labs.
"Most of the time we don't
even know where the samples
came from." said Lyndsay Cole.
"Just the presence of salmonella
doesn't predict where an outbreak would be."

Study: Even doctors work while sick

Gospel Meeting

Almo Church of Christ

Sun., Sept. 19th thru
Tues., Sept. 21st
Guest Speaker: Todd Walker

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

LEDGER&TIMES

Sunday Worship

9:50 a.m.

Sunday Evening Service

7:30 p.m.

Mon.& Tues. Evening

7:00 p.m.

"STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Doss Jones Ind. Asg.....10516.69•6.88
A i r Products
80.21-Apple ..................--......268.08 + 0.01
27.92 •0.01
AT&T.Inc.
23.17 - 0.26
BB&T
Bank of America --.-.-13.64 - 0.04
Briggs & Stratton -.-..-I8.71 - 0.05
Bristol Alers Squibb
26.8I - 0.15
71.48 - 0.35
Caterpillar
Chesnm Texaco Corp 78.9(1 - 0.61
i7.25 + 0.05
Daimler Clu,sler
Dean Foods
10.28 - 0.03
Exxon-Mobil.............. 60.6I - 0.40
11.87 • 0.II
Ford Motor
16.05 - 0.11
General Electrit
GlaxoSmithkline ADR 19.71 - 0.06
70.97 -11.20
Goodrich
Good”-ar fire & Rubber _10.65 - 0.06

prices as of 9 a m

Hopied Bank* ----9.20 B 9.30 A
18.60 - 0.14

Intel

- 0.12
Mattel
1IcDomdds
73.81 - 0.13
Aferck ...-..-.......... ......-36.33•0.21
- 24.93 - 0.10
Microsoft
23.97 - 0.02
J.C. Penne!.
Pepsitn, Inc.
65./Si - 0.14
Pfizer, Inc
17.08-Regions Financial
7.02 - 0.11
Stars Ho4ding Corp
69.75 + 0.37
Time Vlarner
11.63 - 0.17
S Bancorp
72.70 - 0_56
%A ellPoint Inc
54.83 - 0.62
ASal-Nlart
;2 70 + 0.04

HILLIARD LYONS
Financlal Consultants K-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 I 800 444 1854

955 Almo Road - Alm:), KY

EVERYONE WELCOME!

they're sick. their patients•
would be better served by having another doctor take care of
them.
Residents' hands-on postgraduate training is rigorous and
demanding. Many work up to 80
hours a week and sometimes 24
hours a day in hospitals. The
atmosphere in some programs is
ultra-competitive. and residents
may work while sick because
they don't want to be seen as
slackers, Jena said.

American Medical Association.
Nearly 58 percent of . the
respondents said they'd worked
at least once while sick and 31
percent said they'd worked
more than once while sick in the
previous year.
About half said they hadn't
had time to see a doctor about
their illness.
Dr. Thomas Nasca. the
accreditation council's CEO.
said residents are trained to put
patients' needs above their own
but also should recognize that if
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Home & Auto Insurance Discounts

LOWER
YOUR
COSTS!! 751:1„Kp3

KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU PISCOUNTS
Secuiity Systems
Home/Auto Combo
Multi AutO

up to 20%
up to 30%
10%

Plus Many Others!
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Murray Rotary Club
encourages literacy
Special to the Ledger
I-01 thc ,c‘clith ,:onseLutive
y ear. the Murray Rotary Club is
presenting a personal dictionary
to each 4th-grade student at
East. North and Southwest
Calloway County elementary
schools. Murray Middle School
and
Eastwood
Christian
Academy.
The project was adopted by
the club as an annual conununiI\
service project in 2004.

FUN & FASHION
13y O.K. Kelley

!lu, fabulous mak,: sou look 10 lbs slimmer. wash and wear. day to evening. casual
or dressy. wear anywhere pant has arrived!
is here in new styles and new colors
;or iiur Lauren Vidal pant that everyone
loses
Vie axe so SPIV IOUitil%SAICASAIIIILCV
are offenng a 259e discount on there We
ttutik everyone needs a pair or two of
We ha,e been t arrying this brand of pant
...dx,ut 15 years and I still have some of
[11, lust pairs a,do the rest of the gill% here
10/1 Lant wear them out'
SJ, n,, to sweat pant," Tn some of our
!emit, fitting Jeans and porue knit pants.
flu,is the season ot pant, and we have so
many kinds brands and styles — you'll
los,: them
,ue losing the Not YOUI Daughters
Joan,. tionms tuck. bur, lift and we are
ioordering daily Our side tip French
Dressing lean is in black. brown. denim
ard smi,key black. They look 'craft,: on
olnyorie.
We have all the latest trends tor everyone
and avies•,me accessones to go with them.
Last week was Fashion Week in New
York and all the honest trend, are sure to be
t.,und here'
Layenng necklaces. bracelets. and cocknngs are all the rage'
Let us make your shopping experience
tun
Cortgratulainins to Pat Chern who won
the lash grow ing serum and hp gloss for
ahapped
Find us on Facebook and becorne a tan or
come in to legate' for the eiveaway each
week in the store
Stax honed io nett tt
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305 South 12th • Murray, KY • 753.7441
www.dkkelley.com

THE RATES
YOU WANT.
THE NAMES
YOU KNOW.
• Corporate Boort,

5.55% TO 6.11%1

Including this year's total of
332, over 2.500 dictionaries
have been distributed over the
past seven years to local students. This project is reflective
of the literacy focus of Rotary
International's worldwide service. The club will present
Webster's Special Encyclopedia
Dictionary for Students, which
was selected with input fmm
school personnel and is well
received by school staff and students.
This Rotary Club project is
affiliated with the national The
Dictionary Project, based in
Charleston, N.C. The project
began in 1995 with one person's
observation and concern that.
"A student cannot do his or her
best work without a dictionary."
In its first year, the project
provided donations of less than
8,000 dictionaries. Since then.
the project has grown each year
to a total of more than 12.5 million (nearly 2.5 million in 2009)
dictionaries in 15 years. donated
by over 7,000 organizations and
individuals.
The Murray Rotary Club is
pleased to be a part of this worthy endeavor of "empowering
children to become skillful communicators and resource learners."

Artwork
requested
National
Fort Donelson
Battlefield is hosting an art contest for area youth in 4, 5,8 and
I 1 th grades frotn Calloway
County, Stewart County and
Houston County. Students may
draw, paint or sculpt about the
topic of Fort Donelson National
Battlefield.
Artwork must be no larger
than 9 X 12. Sculptures or other
three-dimensional artwork may
not exceed 24 inches in height,
width or depth. Include the student's name, school, and other
contact information to the artwork. Deadline to enter contest
is Oct. 15.
Artwork must be postmarked
by Oct. 15 or delivered to the
park visitor center by 4:30 p.m.
Prizes will be awarded to the top
three winners. Grand prizes
include a $50 Savings Bond
from Regions Bank, Dover,
Tenn. Children of National Park
Service, Regions Bank, or
Eastern National employees
may not enter. For more information, call(931) 232-5706.
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The Twin Lakes Region. Antique Automobile Club of America.
will hold its monthly dinner meeting at The Lodge Restaurant. 1674
State Route 121 North, Murray,on Thursday. Sept. 16, at 6 p.m. The
club is open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles. Visitors
are welcome. For more information. contact Howard Brandon at
753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Need Line has senior pick-up day
The Need Line Senior Commodity Food Program pick-up day
will be Thursday, Sept. 16, from 10:30 a.m. to nc)on.

Stroke/brain injury group to meet

and 11),ncalla1.1.•
a‘ailabl.•

Robert and Jennifer Cornelison of Murray, and Kenneth and
Georgia Watkins of Paris, Tenn.. announce the engagement of their
daughter, Laken Nicole Watkins to Gregory Casey Darnell, son of
Dave and Danetta Clayton and Greg and Eva Darnell, all of Murray.
Miss Watkins is the granddaughter of Wally and Judy Higdon of
Mayfield, and Dorothy Watkins and the late Luther Watkins of
Paris. She is a 2008 graduate of Murray High School and is pursuDomestic Violence Task Force to meet
ing a nursing degree at Murray State University, where she is a
The Calloway County Domestic Violence Task Force will meet
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. She is employed by Friday, Sept. 17, at noon at the Ellis St. Community Center, 630
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Ellis St. Lunch will be served. This is the annual appreciation meetMr. Darnell is the grandson of Marlon and Virginia Morris and ing and MSU Women's Center will do a short skit from last year's
Dan and Judy Daniell, all of Murray. He is a 2005 graduate of Take Back the Night.
Calloway County High School and a 2008 graduate of Murray State
University with a major in Civil Engineering. He is employed by
CASA board to meet
Briggs tit Stratton.
The Board of Directors for Court Appointed Special Advocates
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 9, 2010, at 5 p.m. at First
(CASA)
of Calloway and Marshall Counties will meet Friday, Sept.
United Methodist Church in Murray. All relatives and friends are
17, at 1:30 p.m. at the CASA office, 1003 Poplar Street, Murray.
invited to attend.

Glory Bound Entertaimnent to meet
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday,
Sept. 17, from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center. Ky. 121 North at Ky. 299, at Stella. Featured will
be Margie Black and Elaine Reed. The public is invited. For more
information, call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 7538124 or Pat Lea at 761-2666.
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Locust Grove Baptist Church will hold revival services beginning Sunday, Sept. 19, at 6 p.m, then Monday-Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Special speaker will be Bro. Ronnie Sivells, Church Development
Strategist for the Kentucky Baptist Convention. There will be a
BBQ dinner on Sunday, Sept. 19, at 5 p.m. before service. All are
welcome.
Photo provided
DONATION MADE: Wes Spencer, lett, owner of Fireligh
Studios, 304 N. 12th Street, contributes to New Beginnings
Transition Homes, Inc. for the Motorcycle Rally and Silent
Auction to be held Saturday, Sept. 25, at Town and Country
Motorsports. Linda Wright, NBTH Board Chair, accepts the
donation.

Merryman
.
1.41 .
Ribbon Chix
House asks
Fall Open House: for help
at our NEW location inside Penique's
400 Main Street • Court Square • Murray

15% OFF
oiru, Coupe., Sat..04a). Ser 180 0,4,
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Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County has requested
help for items needed to assist
clients that have been misplaced
from their permanent homes
due to violence. Many of these
individuals have children.
Current items needed are
kitchen trash bags, toilet paper,
paper towels. razors, feminine
hygiene products. shampoo and
conditioner. dish soap, laundry
detergent, bleach, cleaning supplies and old cell phones. For
more information on how and
where to make a donation. call
759-2373.

Palestine Methodist to hold revival
Palestine Methodist Church will hold revival services Sept. 1921. The guest speaker will be Bro. Joe Thom, pastor of Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church in Marshall County. Services will begin
each night at 7 p.m. A fellowship meal will be Sunday, Sept. 19, at
5:30 p.m. All are welcome.

FCC to host 'Praise in the Park'
First Christian Church (FCC) in Murray will host the first-ever
Praise in the Park on Sunday, Sept. 19, at 5:45 p.m. at the Murray
City Park Amphitheater and will feature the Celebration Band from
the FCC Celebration Service. There will be free hotdogs and snow
cones. At 6 p.m. the Celebration Band will perforrn a worship concert. Everyone is welcome and encouraged to bring a lawn chair or
a blanket. For more information, call FCC at 753-3824.
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Overeater's Anonymous, a I2-step recovery group for all types
of eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information. call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information, call 753-8419 or 1
1877)447-2C04.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

CCHS Class of'65 to hold reunion

Schedule listed for local meetings
Itocal
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Overeater's Anonymous to meet

The Calloway County High School Class of 1965 will hold its
45th class reunion on Saturday, Sept. 25, at 6:30 p.m. at Kenlake
Hotel. Aurora. Dress is casual. A buffet dinner will be served. If you
attended school with this class and have not been contacted, call
Gracie Holland at 753-7258 or Virginia Hemdon at 226-9754.
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The Farmers' Market will celebrate Quilt Dedication Day on
Saturday, Sept. 18, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Fairgrounds Market.
Quilt displays, seminars and workshops will be available. Pies,
BBQ. salsas, cinnamon rolls and fall produce will also be available.

Mon.-5at. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.• Find Us On Facebook
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The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday, Sept. 16. at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness Classroom. Raeanne
Carroll, Consumer Directed Options Coordinator for the Purchase
Area Development District, will speak about "Medicaid Waiver
Program." For more information. contact Cheryl Crouch at 7621557.

Watkins and Darnell
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Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host the
first-ever Dog Paddle in the Pool on
Saturday, Sept. 18, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Park PoolCentral Park. This fundraiser is to help support dog, cat and horse rescue initiatives.
There is a baby pool for inexperienced swimmers and small dogs. Cost is $5 per dog and
$2 for additional dogs. No charge for pet
Datebook owners and spectators. Nail trim and
Sanci Teague, microchips will also be available. For more
Community
information. contact Linda Cherry at lindaleditor
blsaves@yahoo.com.

Auto club to hold meeting
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Animal rescue hosts fundraiser
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Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 South
12th St., in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Branch
Bank. The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday. 8 p.m., closed,
smoking, 12x 12 study; Monday, noon. open, no srnoking, 8 p.m.
open, smoking; Tuesday,8 p.m. closed, no smoking; Wednesday, 11
a.m. closed, no smoking,6 p.m., closed, ladies meeting, smoking,8
p.m.. open, smoking: Thursday, 8 p.m. closed, smoking, big book
meeting: Friday. 12 noon, open, no smoking, lunchtime meeting, 8
p.m. open, smoking. New comers; Saturday, 10 a.m., open. nosmoking, 8 p.m. open. no-smoking. speaker meeting; last Saturday
in the month at 8 p.m. "Eat-n-Meet" potluck. Closed meetings are
for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up.()pen meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA
meeting. For information, call Mitch at 753-9320, Chuck at 4362552 or Dixie at 873-8172.
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Hellams and Scott

Vinson and Lambert

Dr. and Mrs. John T. Hellams, Jr. of Fratildin, Tenn., announce
the engagement of their daughter. Katie Ellen Hellams, to Adam
Patrick Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Scott of Mayfield.
Miss Hellams is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John D.
Locke of Taylors. S.C.. and Mr. and Mrs. John T. Hellams of
Fountain Inn, S.C. She is a 2002 graduate of Christian Academy of
Louisville in Louisville, and earned a bachelor's degree in nfirsing
from Murray State University in 2007. She is employed as a registered nurse at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in the Adult
Emergency Department in Nashville. Tenn.
Mr. Scott is the grandson of the late Mr. Shermon P. Powell and
Mrs. Shermon P. Powell of Benton, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
1. Scott of Sedalia. He is a 2003 graduate of Graves County High
School in Mayfield. and earned a bachelor's degree in electronic
media from Murray State University in 2008. He is employed as an
inside sales representative for Dell Computer Corporation in
Nashville. Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 9. 2010, at 4 p.m. at First
Baptist Church in Nashville, Tenn. Invitations have been sent.

Jimmie and Vickey Oakley Lane of Malone Road. Cadiz, will
Mark and Becky Vinson of Murray, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Kelli Anne Vinson. to Joshua Adam Lambert, son of observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Sept. 30. 2010. They
Roger and Louise Lambert of luka. Miss.
were married on that date in 1960.
Miss Vinson is the granddaughter of Mancil and Anne Vinson of
A celebration is planned for Sept. 26, 2010, from 2-4 p.m. at Mt.
Murray, and Jack and Beth Banks of Houston, Texas.
Pleasant Baptist Church Fellowship Hall, 3666 Blue Springs Road.
Mr. Lambert is the grandson of the late Clester and Frances
Cadiz. The event will be hosted by their children. Camille Lane of
South of luka, Miss., and the late Albert and Lela Lambert of
Frankfort; Mark and Tina Lane and granddaughter, Madison Lane
Burnsville, Miss.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray High School and of Cadiz.
Mr. and Mrs. Lane were married at Golden Pond Baptist Church.
earned a degree in Secondary English Education in 2010 from the
University of Kentucky. She is currently enrolled in a masters pro- Golden Pond, with the Bro. Randolph Allen officiating.
gram at UK.
Mr. Lane is the son the late Era -Pete" and Louise Lane. Mrs.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Tishomingo County High Lane is the daughter of Lila Futrell Oakley. Murray, and the late
School and earned a degree in Sociology in 2005 from the Jesse Oakley.
University of North Alabama. He is currently pursuing a masters of
All friends and relatives are invited. The couple requests no gifts
art degree in Worship Leadership at Southem Baptist Theological
be given.
Seminary in Louisville. He is employed by Bluegrass IMPACT and
is the worship leader at The Point Community Church in Lexington.
The wedding is planned for November at the First Baptist Church
in Murray.

'Anniversary
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Lucy Lee Jones
Daniel and Jamie Jones are the parents of a daughter, Lucy Lee
Jones. born on July 19, 2010. at 7:01 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds I I ounces and measured 19 inches.
A sister is Annie Jones. The mother is the former Jamie Bullington.
Grandparents are Gloria and Don Mersman of Burns, Tenn.; Joe
and Dana Buffington of McEwen, Tenn.; and Jimmie and Patricia
Jones of Mayfield.
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Libby Miranda Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Smith of Murray. are the parents of a daughter. Libby Miranda Smith. born on Monday. Aug. 23, at 1:53 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds nine ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Amy Miranda McCarty. A brother
is Cody Jamosen Smith.
Grandparents are Amos and Judy McCarty; Melissa Green: and
James and Gail Smith. A great-grandmother is Robbie Crouse.

HELP ME!

Mr. and Mrs. Jinunie Lane

Special to the Ledger
The American Humanics
program at Nturray State
University announced Dr. Renae
Duncan as Ambassador for
Health Matters for Students for
the 2010- 11 academic year.
Health Matters for students is
a program of 14, five-minute
segments on topics of nutrition,
stress. excessive drinking and
smoking. It was started at MSU
five years ago and thanks to a
$75,000 Kellogg grant is now
shared with 26 other colleges
and universities around the
country.
As Ambassador, Dr. Duncan,
Associate Provost at MSU, will
encourage faculty members to
sign up to receive Health
Matters segments to share with

students. Health Matters can
also be requested by staff leaders who wish to present the fiveminute segnients to their team.
According to Dr. Duncan, five
years ago she thought she was
invincible until her younger sister developed breast cancer.
Shortly after her sister's diagnosis she began exercising and eating a healthier diet. She now
says she feels better than ever
and is happy to encourage
healthy life styles for students,
faculty and staff members at
MSU.
To receive health segments
for students, staff or personal
use, contact HMS Coordinator,
Robin Esau at robin.esau@murraystate.edu or 809-3824.
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Security with Independence!
Vital protection
for any medical
emergency, even if you can't reach a telephone.
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Care food program
participation listed
Wee Care Enterprises, 109 S.
15th St. and 701 S. 4th St.,
announces participation in the
USDA Child and Adult Care
Food Program administered by
the Kentucky Department of
Education.
Meals will be served at no
seperate charge to enrolled participants at the center and are
provided without regard to race.
color, national origin, sex, age
or disability. Participants eligible for free and/or reduced price
meals must have a complete
application with documentation
of eligibility information which
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September 6 1.9

A Fea.st for a Five-Spot.

may include a SNAP or K-TAP
case number.or names of household members and income
information. For more information, contact l.ori Potts, Julia
Franklin
or
Shannon
Clenedenen at 753-5227 or 7620202.

Get 5 beet softshell tacos for lust *5 alter 5 p.m.
Lettuce, cheeee and bold, beefy goothiss mcluded.

TACO JOHN'S
The fresh Taste of West-Melt'

Benton. Mayfield and Murray

satti
CHANGE
IS COMING TO
TOYOTA
OF MURRAY! w
toyotaofmurray.com

"Your Local StKurity Exports!"
Call Today! 270-227-3574
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ALS Walk scheduled for Saturday at RSEC

PREP VI

www.rnurrayledger.com

Special to the Ledger
rhe 2i II() Walk to Defeat ALS
take piaci: Saturday at
State University's
Stun
Regional Special Events Center.
Registration begins at 8 a.m., the
un starts at 9 a.m. and the walk
cc ill begin at 9:10 ain
The Walk to Defeat ALS is an
annual ecent to raise awareness
arid generate funding for the dis-

ease of Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (ALS), commonly
known as Lou Gherig's Disease.
ALS is a neurodegenerative disease that usually attacks both
upper and lower motor neurons
and
causes
degeneration
throughout the brain and spinal
cord. A common first symptom
is a painless weakness in a hand,
foot, arrn or leg, which occurs in

more than half of all cases.
There is a 5K run and one-mile
Other early symptoms include walk that takes place on Ste
speech, swallowing or walking same morning. Registration for
difficulty. Currently there is no either can be handled online or
cure for this disease.
at the event site the day of the
T'he annual walk event is utilized to heighten awareness of walk. For more information.
the disease in the western visit wwwalsaky.org. Chapter
Kentucky area. This is the only Representative Jennifer Lepa
walk that takes place in the state can be reached at 1-800-406west of Louisville. The majority 7702 or by e-mail at
of the funds that are raised are jennifer@alsaky.org. Ttte chair
devoted to patient care sarvices
for the 2010 Walk to Defeat
within Ste state, while the rest is
devoted to researching a cure for ALS in Murray is Scott Benson.
this disease. Any funds ckmated He can be reached at
can be specifically designated to benson.scott@basco.com or at
either area by the donor.
759-1680, extention 1157.

SW

BOGG1
325T:
Photo provided
Members of Pi Kappa Alpha are pictured volunteering their
time earlier this week as they help ALS Walk Chair Scott
Benson plan the walk and prepare to go through the route.

PAPT to build awareness of balance problems

Photo provided
FIGHTING BREAST CANCER: Salon X and Wilson Florist
has joined together to raise money for breast cancer. They are
selling balloons to be released at the K98 Koncert for a Kure
at Kenlake Amphitheatre on Oct. 2. They can be purchased at
Salon X on Chestnut Street or Wilson Florist on the courthouse square. The price is $2 for latex and $6 for mylar. They
may be purchased in memory of or honor of a loved one, and
all proceeds will go to the Susan G. Komen Foundation. They
will be released at dusk at the Koncert for a Kure. For more
information, call 753-7132. Pictured above with balloons are,
from left, Shannon Contri Crawford, Keyshia Barnes, Liz
Hasner and Angie McCuiston.

Special to the Ledger
Do you or someone y,ou know
feel dizzy or unbalanced all the
tirne? Can you iinagine the room
spinning every time you stand
up or move? Are you worried
about slipping or falling and
injuring yourself?
One's sense of balance is often
taken for granted. When a balance disorder strikes. the effects
on everyday life can be devastating. Suddenly, routine activities like driving, grooming, or
even walking are daunting tasks.
Many balance disorders are
linked to the vestibular system
found in the inner ear.
Each year, the Vestibular
Disoniers Association (VEDA)
organizes a national Balance
Awareness Week to raise awareness about the importance of

balance and how it relates to
overall health and well-being.
According to VEDA, an estimated 109 million of U.S. adults
ages 40 years and older (35.4
percent) experience vestibular
dysfunction at some point in
their lives. Balance and inner ear
disorders are widely misdiagnosed and mistreated. Initial
symptoms can be mild, such as
lightheadedness or faint feeling.
Severe symptoms include feelings of spinning or rotation.
Fortunateiy for those suffering
from balance complaints, a variety of outpatient treatment
options are available to correct
vestibular disorders and provide
relief. In support of this effort,
Purchase Area Physical Ttterapy
is organizing several community
events to provide information
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Special to the Ledger
A silent auction on Friday and
Saturday will benefit the
Alopecia
Arcata
National
Foundation.
Kelly Fineman, marketing and
communications coordinator for
Fidalgo Bay Coffee, which is
hosting Ste auction, said the
organization is charged with the
mission to provide funding support for research, as well as an
outreach community for patients
with alopecia areata. an autoimmune disease that causes hair
loss on the scalp and sometimes
all over the body.
"For some patients the hair
will grow back, but could fall
out again," Fineman said. -The
only thing predictable with
alopecia is that it is simply
unpredictable. Currently. the
disease approximately affects 2
percent of the population overall, including about 5 million
men, women.and children in the
United States alone."
The month of September is
recognized as the National
Awareness month for alopecia
areata, and gives advocates an

opportunity to spread the news
of Ste disease through various
fundraisers. such as golf tournaments, walks, runs, local hair
shave-offs and other public
awareness opportunities. The
owners and staff of Fidalgo Bay
have decided to give back to
those in our community affected
by this disease by participating
in the following schedule of
events.
• Friday. Sept. 17 - A silent
auction will be from 7 a.m. to
8:30 p.m. at Fidalgo Bay at the
corner of 12th and Payne streets
and will feature an array of
items from local area businesses. Proceeds will benefit
research for the National
Alopecia Areata Foundation.
• Saturday, Sept. 18 - The
silent auction continues from 7
a.m. to 8:30 p.m. There will be
an assortment of door prizes
given out while they last.
The organizers of the auction
appreciate the community's help
to increase awareness for alopecia areata. Fineman currently
battles with alopecia areata
since the age of 4.
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and improve public understartd- be available to answer questions
ing. Purchase Area Physical and
provide
suggestions.
Therapy clinicians are certified Education seminars will be held
specialists in balance and dizzi- on Sept. 22 at 12:30 p.m. at both
ness correction including an our Paducah and Murray locaintensive training program for tions and will include expert
evaluation and treatment of bal- speaker presentations on a variance disorders and can also ety of balance related topics. All
assist in finding additional spe- events are complimentary and
cialists if needed.
open to the public. RSVP is preEvents planned throughout ferred but not required. For a
Balance
Awareness Week
full list of events and participatinclude a national screening day,
ing locations please call our
educational seminars, and
Representative.
recognition of local healthcare Marketing
leaders in the diagnosis and Leslie McEwan at (270) 970treatment of vestibular disor- (1613.
Purchase
Area
Physical
ders. On Wednesday, Sept. 22.
both the Paducah and Muffay Therapy is a subsidiary of HCRlocations will be providing com- Manorcare. As one of the largest
prehensive balance screenings healthcare providers in the
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. If you or a country. HCR-Manorcare is one
family member has concerns of the nation's leaders in skilled
about balance or a fear of nursing care. home health, hosfalling, licensed clinicians will pice and rehabilitation.

Silent auction to help NAAF

.4.041.0.4.01%.
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MCCH welcomes new residents
I

,d.tve..:;rtiiii,it

Center for

c

Health
Call for more information:
270-762-1381
or
1-800-342-MCCH

803 POPLAR STREET • MURRAY,KY 42071
WWW.MURRAYHOSPITA1,.()R6
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Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County.
Hospital welcomes medical students and residents as they complete their clinical rotations with
physicians at MCCH.
Justin Holten is a second year
resident at Community Health
Network of Indianapolis, and is
cuffently completing a fourweek Family Medicine rotation
with Dr. William Robinson, Jr.
of Murray Medical Associates.
Hollen attended medical school
at Ross University, and is ortginatty from Saulte Ste Marie,
Mich.
James Crouch is a third year
medical
student
at
the
University of Louisville, and is
currently completing a fourweek Family Medicine clinical
rotation with Dr. Alison Johnson
of Murray Medical Associates.
He also completed his undergraduate at the University of
Louisville, which is his hometown. Crouch is also the nephew
of Richard Crouch, Family
Medicine Physician at Murray
Medical Associates.
Courtney Walker is also a
third-year medical student at the
University of Kentucky. and
currently completing a fourweek Family Medicine clinical

CrOuCh

Walker
rotation with
Dr. Richard
Crouch
of
Murray
Medical
Associates.
She is originally
from
Murray, and
completed her Hollen
undergraduate
degree at Murray State
University.
"We appreciate our physicians
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital working with medical
students and residents in this
very important part of their
training." said Keith Travis. VP
of Institutional Development.
Murray-Calloway.
County
Hospital works with numerous
medical students and residents
each year giving them an opportunity to get hands-on expenence in a health care setting.
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Murray
sweeps
CFS
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MSU GOLF: DRAKE CREEK INVITATIONAL

Better as they go
Racer Sports in Brief
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Men's golf
posts 40shot win;
Newcomb
medals

Staff Report
Clare Boggess picked up her
325th career victory Tuesday
night with a 2-0 victory over
Chirstian Fellowship at Tiger
Gymnasium.
The Lady Tigers eamed 30 of
their 50 points, utilizing much
better court movement and higher intensity against the Lady
Eagles than they did last week
against Marshall County.
Murray High took the first set
25-10, then picked up the victorY with a 25-13 win in the second. With the win, the Lady
Tigers move to 2-1 in 4th
District play.
Junior Catherine Claywell led
die way for Murray High. eaming seven kills. two block solos
and five digs. Seniors Lauren
Dieleman
and
Amanda
Winchester were also key in the
Lady Tigers' win.
Die'email led the team with
12 assists, while Winchester had
six service aces to lead Murray.
Die!man also had two kills, two
service aces and five digs, with
Winchester notching two kills. a
block and five digs as well.
Junior Morgan Huston picked
up one kill, one block, four service aces and three digs, while
fellow junior Chelsea Hill
picked up two kills and five digs.
The Lady Tigers had 14 kills
as a team, with four blocks. 12
service aces arid 25 digs.
Murray will host district rival
Calloway County on Thursday,
then travel to Marshall County
next Tuesday for a rematch with
the Marshals.

From RtSU Athletics

TOMMY DILLARD /

eclger 5

Times

Murray State freshman Alexandra Lennartsson watches this putt on her final hole of the day Tuesday during the final
round of the Drake Creek Invitational at Drake Creek Golf Club in Ledbetter. Lennartsson finished with a final-round
73, a surge of improvement from her first-round 87.

RACERS SURGE INTO THIRD,SETTLE INTO CHAMPIONSHIPCALMER GOLF AFTER DREADFUL FIRST ROUND
By TORIIINY DILLARD
Sports Editor

LEDBETTER. Ky. — After Delaney
Howson shot a first-round 84 Monday at the
Drake Creek Invitational, senior veteran
Caroline Lagerborg had some words of wisState freshman.
4ni DISTRICT dom for the Murray "She
was playing right in
K4r5,4,11
front of me,and she just told
STANDINGS
me,'Keep going.
get
Dist.(Overall)
better,'" recalled Howsori, a
Marshall County
3-0 (9-6)
Newmarket, Ont.. native
Murray
2-1 (10-5)
playing in the first tournaChrist. Fellowship 1-3 (6-6)
ment of her collegiate
Calloway County
0-3(6-11)
A career.
"She just tried to help
Lagerborg
me calm down a bit b4xause
I really haven't had a score
PREP BOYS SOCCER
that bad in like two years. I
W:LS a little shaken up."
words
Lagerborg's
seemed to work wonders.
Howson shaved a whopping 11 strokes off her score
to shoot a cool 73 in the secHowson
ond round and followed it
up with a team-low even-par 72 in Tuesday's
final round at Drake Creek Golf Club to finish
in a tie for ninth out of 57 players.
Lagerborg also did plenty of playing of her
own. She was the highest Racer finisher and a
model of consistency as the only Murray State
golfer to keep her score in the 70s over all
three rounds.
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
The rest of the Racers. for the most part,
followed the Howson model. Murray State Alexandra Hinteregger gives a fist pump atter sinking a long
shot 329 as a team in tile first round, putting hole of Tuesday's round at Drake Creek.
them in seventh out of eight teams in their
talented, but they had never been in that posiown invitational.
tion before."
Drake Creek Invitational
But with the second round came drastic
Of the Racers' top five at Drake Creek.
Team Leaderboard
improvement, and the Racers' 297 was the
1 Morehead St
293 301 299
893
only
Lagerborg
had
significant
experience
afternoon.
score
on
the
course
Monday
lowest
2 W Kentucky
909
306 304 299
playing
in
the
starting
lineup.
3
Murray
St
329
297
300
926
Murray State finished Tuesday's final
227
-Caroane Lagerborg 77
73 77
Murray.
State's
other
expenenced
returnee.
round with a 300 and finished third. eclipsed
Delaney Howson
84
73 77
229
The Murray Tigers traveled only by champion Morehead State and junior Morgan Cross. played the tournament
Alex Lennart:arm
235
87
75 73
as an individual as she recovers from gall
to Marshall County Tuesday Westem Kentucky.
All. Weaver
81
76 78
235
-Alex Hinteregger
265
90 87 as
bladder surgery and managed to shoot a comnight for a 2nd District show"We knew the first round was not to our
4 E Kentucky
931
315 306 310
down with the host Marshals.
939
potential, but it was actually only about our bined 237 with a 79 in the first round arid a 78 5 Belmont
313 316 310
Marshall got on the board first six or seven holes where that number on Tuesday.
Indrvidual
Leaderboard
The
Racers
lost
three
seniors
off
the
on
a
2009first at the 18 minute mark
came from," said head coach Velvet Milkman,
Jonsson Mor
75-73-70
218
goal by Jeremy Edmonds, then who embarks on her 18th season at the helm. 10 team that advanced to the NCAA Regional, 21 Emma
Manse Kamelgam (Moll 73-78'71
222
hut
Nlilkman
said
she
expected
to
reload
and
held the Tigers scoreless to
3
Chelsea
Hants
(APSU1
75-77.72
224
"I anticipated the nerves. We've got some
4 Irsanne Schmrdt tEKLI)
76-75-76
227
earn the 1-0 victory.
•See RACERS. 10A
inexperienced players in the lineup. They're
Carohne Lagerborg(Mah 77-73-77
227
bigger
The
physically
Marshall team used its size to
its advantage, getting long
thow-ins in front of the net and
PREP COLE'
simply going up to get it.
Marshall outshot the Tigers
7-2, with Murray keeper Adam

You'll

School

Marshall
defense
tames
Tigers
cXLLOWAY

putt on her final

REMAINS
UNDEFEATED
WITH WIN OVER
CCA
Staff Report
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2mo DISTRICT
STANDINGS

School

Dist.(Overall)
6-0-1 (8-G-1)
0-1 0 11
3-3(7-5-1)
1-2-1 (5-5-1)
0-3(2-4)
'
Community Christ 0-3
Calloway County
Marshall County
Graves County
Murray

Mayfield

Graves edges Tigers in boys, girls action
SNIITH SHOOTS EN FN-PAR TO LEAD
MURRAY; WILLI % \IS SHOOTS 45

Staff Report
Murray High traveled to
South Highland Golf and Sport
Club in Mayfield Tuesday for a
maid) against Reidland and the
host team Graves County.
On the boys side, Lance
Brady and Justin Robert, of

Graves and Carson Ward of
Reidland shared medalist honors, all shooting a one-under
par 34.
Senior Jordan Smith led the
way for the Tigers — shooting
an
team score

even par 35 — but Murray
fell to Graves in the

b!, thro: strokes. Rcidland took
third finishing 22 strokes off
the pace.
Junior Jared Henderson shot
a one-over 36 for the day, and
seventh grader James Boone
shot a 37. Sophomore Jay Roth
rounded out the scoring for the
Tigers with a 38.
On the girls side, it was a
two-way battle with Reidland
not fielding a team. Emily

Whittle!' of Graves took Medalhonors. helping the Lady
Eagles earn a 177-191 victory
over the Lady Tigers.
Murray High was led by
eighth
grader
Hannah
Williams. who shot a 45, with
seventh grader Earlena Sheets
finishing one stroke back at 46.
Eighth-grader Beth Graham
shot a 47 and sixth grader
Grace Campbell fired a 53.

The Murray State men's
golf team turned in an amazing finish when they ran away
with the Wasioto Winds Fall
Kick-Off championship by a
whopping 40 shots in
Pineville. Ky., at Wasioto
Winds GC.
The Racerv' five players in
the 54-hole event were all at
par or better against the field
of 10 teams. MSU posted
scores of 282-284-279=845
to easily outdistance second
place Belmont who came
home with an 885.
"I've been around this
game for a long time arid I
can't remember ever seeing a
team win by 40 shots," MSU
head coach Eddie Hunt said.
see all five of our guys in
the starting lineup finish par
or better is really a special
accomplishment. This is
encouraging because after
losing three very good seniors from last spring. the new
guys really gave us a boost."
All five of MSU's players
placed in the top six.
Leading the way for
Murray State was Patrick
Newcomb who won for the
first time on the collegiate
level with scores of 67-7'70=208 which was 8-underpar.
Teammates
Cameron
Carrico and William Hunt
were five shots behind
Newcomb and shared second
place. Carrico had scores of
70-72-71=213, while Hunt
posted rounds of 70-7172=213.
Dustin Gosser placed fifth
in the field of 60 players with
scores of 75-70-70-215.
while Hunter Ford was sixth
with rounds of 76-7268=216.
Hunter York played the
event for MSU as an individual and placed 24th with
scores of 75-75-75=225.
Southern Illinois placed
third at 886, while John A.
Logan (891 ), BelIarm ine
(892). UT martin (900),
Walters
State
(907).
Lipscomb (908), Tennessee
Tech (909) and Morehead
State (910) rounded out the
field.
MSU's next event is
Monday and Tuesday at the
UL Cardinal Invitational at
the Cardinal Club in
Louisville.

-To

PREP GIRLS
SOCCER

Thomas
carries
Marshall
over Mun-ay
Staff Report
The Lady Tigers picked up
their aggressive attack mid-way
through the second half. but the
Megg Hudson goal was not
enough. as Murray High fell to
See GIRLS SOCCER, 10A

ist

2N. DISTRICT
STANDINGS
School

Dist.(CNerai)
5-0(11-1)
4-1 (9-4)
Mayfield
1-2-1 (6-4-1)
Graves County
0-2-1 (4-5-31
Calloway County
0-5(4-7)

Marshall County

_scamp
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any bettfr than we car' '
211S 12th Sti• Murray KY • 753-3415
John Williams

State Auto

SCOREBOARD

League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GI3
—
New York
88 57 607
87 57 604 12
Tampa Bay
Boston
81 64 559
7
73 72 503
15
T,ionto
57 88 393
31
Baltimore
Central Olviskin
W
L Pct GB
Minnesota
86 58 597
Cnicago
79 65 549
7
Detroit
72 73 49714 1/2
27
59 85.410
Cleveland
27
Kansas Crty
59 85 410
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
81 63.563
-Oakland
72 72.500
9
Los Angeles
70 74 486
11
Seao,e
55 90 37926 1 ,2
044810f

Tuesday s Garnes
e.ono 4 L A Andes 3
Balamore •• Toronto 3
N Yankeeb
Tampa Bay 7 10
innings
TPxas 11 Detroit 4
Mi^nesola 9 Chicago White Sox 3
Kansas City 11 Oakland 3
Boston 9 Seattle 6
Wedneaday's Games
Boston (C Buchholz 15-7) at Seattle
(Pauley 2-7) 5 40 p m
L A Angels (Jer Weaver 11-11) at
Cleveland (.1 Gomez 3-3). 6 05 p m
Toronto (Drabek 0-0) at Baltimore
(Bergesen 6-10) 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees (P Hughes 16-7) at
Tampa Bay (J Shields 13-12) 6 10 p m
Detroit (Galarraga 4-5) at Texas
(C Lewis 10-12) 7 05 p m

Minnesota (Duensing 8-2) et Chicago
White Sox (Floyd 10-12). 7 10 p m
Oakland (Cahill 16-6) at Kansas Crty
iChen 9-7) 7 10 p m
National League
Ali Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Philadelphia
85 61 582
—
Atlanta
Et3 63 568
2
Ronda
73 71 507
11
New York
72 73 49712 1/2
Washington
61 84 42123 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Cinannah
8.2 63 566
—
St Louis
71 69 517
7
Houston
70 75 483
12
Milwaukee
66 78458151/2
Chicago
64 81 441
18
Pmshorgh
48 96 31331 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
82 62 569
—
San Francisco
81 64 559 1 1.2
Colorado
79 66 545 3 1/2
72 73 49710 112
Los Angeles
Arizona
58 87 40024 1/2

Morriss Ledger & Times

NILB: CUBS 7, CARDINALS 2

WATER SKIING

Wells, Cubs top slumping Cards Murray's Collins
WAINWRIGHT LOSES
FIFTH

lers,srer

HSAA Sports Today
Boys Soccer
Today
r,
L 5 Community Chnsoan 2
m ,,t air Co ' Morimi 0
Girls Soccer
Today
Ma,shat Co
Murray ,
Volieyball
Today
tmnstran Feirawsnit 0 .25
,r 25 '3.
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sTART IN LAST SIX

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Randy Wells got a
happy homecoming. Adam Wainwright
trudged off the mound believing he
deserved better.
Wells allowed five hits over eight
innings and had two hits and two RBIs to
help the Chicago Cubs deny Wainwright's
bid for a 19th win in a 7-2 victory over the
slumping St. Louis Cardinals on Tuesday
night.
"I came here a lot when I was a kid. This
was my' team, it's no secret," said Wells,
who is from nearby Belleville, Ill.
"Wainwright's tough, you never go in
thinking you're going to get two knocks
and two RBIs off him. You know, I'll take
it."
Xavier Nady had three hits and three
RBIs and Darwin Barney had three hits and
an RBI in a 15-hit attack for the Cubs, who
have outscored St. Louis 12-3 while taking
the first two games of a three-game series.
The Cardinals remained seven games
behind NL Central-leading Cincinnati with
19 games to go.

"The season has not gone how we
thought it was going to go," Wainwright
said. "But it's not over yet."
Wainwright has lost five of his last six
starts, a fade that has coincided with the
team's late-season slump. In all but one of
the losses, he thought bad luck was a major
factor with most of the damage on bloopers
and bleeders finding holes.
"It's tough to explain. really,"
Wainwright said. "I didn't make very many
bad pitches. It's a crazy game, man."
Chicago's 7-8-9 hitters totaled seven hits
and three RBIs.
"Unbelievable," interim manager Mike
Quade said. "We had some big hits all over
ttr place."
The Cardinals played without three-time
NL MVP Albert Pujols and managed six
hits, including an RBI double by Matt
Holliday in the fourth and Colby Rasmus'
22nd homer in the ninth off James Russell.
Pujols missed only his second game of
the season after getting a cortisone injection on Monday for left elbow tendinitis.
Pujols said before the game that he anticipated he would be back in the lineup on
Wednesday.

sets new best
Staff Report
With the tournament water skiing season drawing to a close, local members of
the Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts were in top
form this past weekend. The Ski Nuts
competed in two tournaments, the David
Moffitt Memorial at Twin Oaks Lakes in
Paducah, and the Memphis Late Summer
Classic in Meinphis.
Austin Collins of Murray, skiing in the
Boys 1 division, had personal best performances in both slalom arid trick skiing
at the Memphis tournament. Austin, 7,
skied four and half bouys at 28 miles per
hour in slalom, and scored 830 points in
tricks. Bc:h perforrnances moved him into
a position among the top seeds in the
nation in his division.
Tina Collins, also of Mun-ay and grandmother to Austin, skiing in the Women 4
division, completed a jump of 34 feet at
the Moffitt, claiming a Kentucky state
record in her division. This jump will also
put her in excellent position for qualifying
for the 2011 Regional Championships and
the 2011 National Championships.

ment back from surgery
"(Lagerborg)is a aim, so it's
her time to step up,aAd she's been
able to do that in all phases, even
as far as helping the younger
piayers and being a captain,"
Millman said. "Her ball-striking
is more consistent than it's ever
been. She's very straight, and
that's giving her a lot more pars
and birdie opportunities.**
The invitational was the first
of five fall tournaments for the
P.acers. Murray State retums to
the links next Monciay at the
Cincinnati Fall Classic at Elks
Run Golf Course.
Though the Racers hosted the
Drake Creek Invitational, they
didn't enjoy. the usual home
course advantage that comes with
home tournaments.
For rawly of Murray State's
players, the only expenence they
had on the Ledbetter course came
during a practice round on Labor
Day.
"We're not that familiar with
this golf course, tout we love it,
and we always play well here."
Millunan said.
The Racers will host a true
home tournarnent at Miller
Memonal Golf Course to open
their spring season — the
NewWave
Communications
MSU Spring Invitational beginning Feb. 28.
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by junior Nick Holt, who
picked up the hat trick, while
seniors Blake Maness and Theo
Qualls also eached picked up a
goal in the win over the
Waniors.
Mannes assisted on two
goals for the Lakers. with senior Karlo Vazquez and freshman Eric Winkler each notching an assist apiece as well.
The Lakers are now halfway'
through their regular season,
and return to action Thursday
against district foe Murray on
the road.
The Lakers drew to a 2-2 tie
with Murray High in the two
teams' first meeting this season.

first half and another in the second, earning the hat trick.
Hudson, a junior, scored in
the 24th minute of the second
on an assist from junior Jaclin
Patterson. Murray kept the
pressure up throughout the second half. outshooting the Lady
Marshals 22-12 and 32-23 for
the match.
Freshman keeper Rachel
Wooten made 15 saves for the
Lady Tigers. who return to
action Sept. 2_3 when they play
host to Mayfield.
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•Girls Soccer
From Page 9A
2nd District foe Marshall
County 4-1.
Murray got off to a slow
start against the Lady Marshals.
giving up a goal in the fourth
minute to Tory Fehrenbacher
off an assist from Mariah
McKenty. Murray had an
opponunity one minute earlier
on a corner kick that vvent
straight to th: keeper
Senior Margaret Thomas
picked up the next three goals
for the Marshals. two in the

ed mrn

DAVID MC
AMANDA

Rethink Possible

•Boys Soccer
From Page 9A
Melton grabbing five saves,
The Tigers (5-5-1) have
dropped three straight matches
and will look to get back into
the win column Thursday night
when they host 2nd District
and crosstown rival Calloway
County.
The Lakers and the Tigers
drew to a 2-2 tie in their first
meeting of the year
Calloway Co. 5,
Community Christian 2
Calloway County,. remaiued
unbeaten Tuesday night, traveling to Paducah to face
Community Christian and earning a 5-2 victory.
The Lakers (8-0-1) were led

reSponS

inserttor

BAC HOM
COUNTEN

Tuesday's Games
Anzona 3, Cincinnati 1
Philadelphia 2, Ronda 1
N Y Mets 9, Pittsburgh 1
Washington 6. Atlanta 0
Houston 3, Milwaukee 2
Chicago Cubs 7. St Louts 2
San Diego 7 Colorado 6
L A Dodgers 1, San Francisco 0
Wednesday's Gaines
Washington (Lannon 7-7) at Atlanta
(Minor 3-0), 11.10 a.m.
Milwaukee (Bush 7-12) at Houston
(Happ 6-2). 1 -05 p.m.
San Diego (Richard 12-7) at Colorado
(De La Rosa 7-4), 2'10 p.m
Arizona (.1 Saunders 2-5) at Cinannat
(H.Bailey 3-3), 6 10 p.m
Philadelphia (Halladay 18-101 at Ronda
ISoSa 2-2), 6.10 p.m
Pittsburgh (Maholrn 7-14) at N Y Mets
(Mepa 0-4), 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 8-6) at St
Louis (C Carpenter 15-6), 7 15 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers (Billingsley 11-9) at San
Francisco (M Cain 11-10). 9 15 p m

Racers
From Page 9A
had been pleasantly. surpnsed by
the progress of her freshmen —
Howson. Alexandra Lenriartson
who was Murray State's thirdplace finisher at Drake Creek)
and Leah Eisenhauer.
Take away Murray State's first
round and the Racers beat both
Morehead and Western over the
final two rounds.
"It's exciting to see," Milkman
said. "For (Howson and
Lennartsson) to shoot the numbers they're shooting is very
exciting. Those were the two who
showed a lot of the nerves yesterday. Their first six holes were
really. really high but after they
settled down.they. showed a lot of
potential."
Lennartsson opened with an
87, then mcovered to shoot a
three-over 75 Monday' afternoon
and a one-over 73 Tuesday to finish with a 235.
Sophomore Alli Weaver also
finished with an aggregate 235
behind a second-round 76 and a
final-round 78.
As encouraging as the play
was from Murray State's younger
golfers, the veterans were spot-on
as well.
Milkman called Drake Creek
the "best showing" she's seen
from Lagerborg. and Cross was
also a positiye in her first tourria-

.1I
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCLIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00085

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUTT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00546

VS

010
UM.
Notice

LOOM
Nodal

A-ELLS FARGO BANK. N A..
VS

COMIIONTWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT
Civil Action No 10-C1-00053

coon'

PLAINTIFF-

VS

LAIrREL WILSON, ailea LAURIE WILSON. al.a LAUREL
BARBORKA, DAVID TABERS, AMANDA TABERS, COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY - FINANCE A.ND ADMINISTRATION CABINET.
DEFENDA.NITS

DAVID MOORE.
AMANDA KN(YIT.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on Apnl 12. 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate principal amount of $157.407 3,3. I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouee door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky. te the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, September 17.
2010. at the hour of 10,00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the follownng deocribed
property located in Calloway County-. Kentucky, with its address being 1658
College Terrace, Murray. KY 42071 and being more particularly described as follows
69 feet off of the East side of Lot No. 23 and 4 feet off the West side of Lot No.
22 in College Terrace Subdivision to the Tbwn of Murray. Kentucky. plat of
which is of record in Deed Book 111, Page 85. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court and more particularly deecnbed as beginning at the
Southwest comer of a lot owned by Ewing Lee. said point being in the North
edge of College Terrace Dnve; thence Wert along the South side of Lots 22 and
23 a dietance of 73 feet to a stake. thence North parallel with ihe West side of
lot 23, 150 feet to a stake, thence East along the North side of Lots 22 and 23, a
distance of 73 feet to a stake; thence South 150 feet to the point of beginning
Except any interest ;n the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved an prior conveyances and all
nghts and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any
Being the same property ccnveyed to David Moore. et ai . by deed from
Christopher Yc.o. dated April 11. 2007. of record in Book 690, Page 368. in the
office of the nett of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property ahall be sold on a cash or credit beam of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 d,ays, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (10%) af the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty ,30)days, with sufficient surety bond. bearing intereSt at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty )30) days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be i.certained and paid. but the property
shall be sold P
This ___ day of Augurt. 2010
Respectfully- submitted,
MAX A' PARKER
Master Commissioner
'Calloway Circuit t'ourt

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 12. 2010, in the above cauee. to satisfy' the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $43,?83 71. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky
t0 the highest bidder. at public auction on Fnday. September 17. 2010. at the
hour of 10.00 a.m , local time, or thereabout, the following descnbed property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 1740 Roosevelt
Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows.
A parcel of land out of the Northwest corner of tile Scuthwest Quarter of Section
7. Township 3. Ftange 5 East, and bounded as follows
Beginning at the northwest corner of said quarter section a Hickory mrner.
thence South to the Wadesboro and Calloway Tbwn Roed. thence East with Kale
road 500 feet. thence North to a point in the said quarter w.ction line. sat pont
being 300 feet East of the northwest corner of the eaid quarter section. thence
West 300 feet with the said quarter section line to the point of beginning and
containing appreximately 36 acres. more or le.
Being the same property conveyed to Dsond Tabers and wife, Amanda Tabers,
from Laurie Wilson, a single pen.on, by Land Contract datoi June 16, 2006, of
record in Book 648. Page 286, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The afGrementioned property shall be Feld on a caah or credit bans of 30 days
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten perrent 110q.1 of the parchase once. with the balahce to hy
paid in full within thirty )30)days. with sufficient surety bond. beanng intereet
at 12'31 per annum from the date of sale %Antal paid. and fuily due and payable in
thirty )30, days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional secunty
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to
the current year ad valorem taxes

VS
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COL`RT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00473
PLAINTIFF,
NOTICE OF SALE

UNKNOWN DEFENDANIS, who are the Heirs
or Devieees or Legatees of DENNIS ABELL. and their Spouses
and any Unknown Person who ma. have an .nterest in the
Property which is the subject matter of this action
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 9. 2010. in the above cause, to satisfy- the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $67, 511 27, plus interest. I shall proceed
to offer for salt) at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky.. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, September 23.
2010. at the hour of 10.00 a m . local time, or thereabout. the following descnbed
property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 8871
State Route 121 North. Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly
descnbed as follows
Beginning at the intersection of Highway No 121 with Old Murray and
Mayfield Read, thence West vnth the South ode of the Highway nght-of-way to a
creek. thence with the meandere of a creek to Old Murray and Mayfield Road.
thence in a Northerly. direction
the point of beginning containing one acre
more or less
Except a tract of land conveyed to Hugh Dowdy by os-ed dated the 21.1 do of
February, 1962, and of record in Deed Bock 114. Page 503, in the office of the
Clerk of Calloway County
Except any interest in the coal. oil. gas and other mineral'. underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reeterved in pnor conveyances and all
nghte and easements in favor of the estate of said coal. oil. gas and other mirerale. if any
Being the game property conveyed hi Dennis Abell, unmarried. by deed dated
Octeber 4, 2006, of record in Deed Book 665 Page 25 in the office of the Clerk
the Calloway County Court (Dennis. Abell died on October 30, 2009 ;
The aforementioned property shall kw meld on a cash or credit basis of forty-fi.0
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent 10'.. of the purchase price. with the balance
hi be paid in full within thirty 130) dayw. with sufficient surety bond. hearing
-nterest at 12'1 per annum from the date of eale until paid. and fully due and
...able in thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
unty All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but shall be sold
'lect to the current year ad valorem taxes
25th day of August 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Ma.ster Commissioner
-..,loway Circuit Court

The aforementioned property shall be eold on a cash or crsdit basis of 30 days.
but if.Id on a credit iif 30 days, the purchaser shall be requ:red to deixisit with
the commissioner ten percent ler's of the purcnese price with the balance to be
pa.d
full within thirty ,30, days, with sufficient surety bond, beanng interest
at 120/ per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
thirty (301days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional secunty
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but sh.all be sold subject to the
current year ad valorem taxes
This 25th day of Auguat 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS

accepting donations tor
upkeep and maintenance on cemetery
Please mail check to
Hoyd Hasty
1066 Old Newburg Rd
Murray KY 42071

KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-7101

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

Let us combine over forty years of pro% en restaurant
success with your experience to a make a nev.,
addition to our restaurant family.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway. Circuit
Court on March 9, 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate principal amount of $79,966 24, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County,
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. September 17
2010, at the hour of 10-00 a.m local time. or thereabout. the following deecnbed
property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its addrese ben.* 102 State
Line Street. Hazel, KY 42049 and being more particularly. described as fillA 1 746 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of FT Seargent Lead
Surveyors of Murray. Kentucky on April 27, 1988. located on the north side id
State Line Road in the City of Hazel and being a part of the southwest quart,
of Section 34. Township I. Range 4 Eaat in Calloway County, Kentucky. and
being more particularly described as follows

General Managers
Starting Salary
depends on experience
Promotions From Within
Medical & Dental

North 59 degrees 09' 00" East - 39 09 feet to a pomt,
North 64 degrees 57' 32" Eiut - 41.36 feet to a point.
North el degrees 34 44" East - 133.09 feet to a point,
North 31 deizrees il 06" West - 38.50 feet to a point;
North 79 degrees 11 27" East - 30.65 feet to a point;
Seuth 70 degrees 18' 01' Eaet - 34 11 feet to a point;
seuth 1 s degrees 5s 37' West - 75.49 feet to a point;
South 23 degrees 51 40' East - 41.88 feet to a point;
south 09 degrees 05 24' West - 100.42 feet to a point;
1.7 degrees 27 10" West - 81.72 feet le a point;
,:ooth 07 degrees 13 35' East - SO 14 feet to• point.
south
degrees 35 20' West • 62.58 feet to a point,
:hence South 89 degrees 30' 34" Weat - 173 2ti feet 'passing through a *4 re-ba•
set at 10 00 feet) to the point of beginning
Th. property IA subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways and eamement•
Bong the same property. conveyed to Leonard C Martin and Geraldine Hagler
Martin by. deed from Bobby H Lawrence and Cereta B Lawrence. dated April
28. 1988 of record on Microfilm in Book 172. C•rd 3s6. in the office of the Cleo h
.1" the Calloway County Court
the aforementioned property shall be sold on a caeh or crecnt basis of 30 days
but if eold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaaer shall Ile required to deposit with
the commisulionee ten perrent 10% ) of the purchase pnce, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty 130 days with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12'. per annum from the date of gale until paid. and fully due and
payable in thirty (30)days A hen shall be retained on the property a.s addition
al secunty All delinquent taxei. ahall
aecertained and paid hut the pryer,
- hall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxe•

THE Murray Ledger 8,
Times considers itS
sources reliable. but
inaccuracte5 do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned hires,
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilty whatsoever for Mei,

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times

Call 753-1916
060

talp Mond
The Fish Trua Stock
Your
Pond
Wedneeday
September 22 Henry
Farmers Co-op 10 3011:00. Southern States
11:15-12:00
Orders
800-335-2077

Paid ‘aeotion,
Must Pass Background C.rtt t 4

Apply:
At KFC restaurant.
or
Send resumes to
Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa. AL 35404
marshall(ajmfkfc.com
Fax:(205) 556-9206

Beginning on the north side of State Line Road, 20 00 feet north of the centerline, one quarter mile. more or less East of U S Highway 641 and being the
Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the Southeast corner
the Harold Hutson property thence North 04 degrees 42' 20" West - ipassing
through a *4 re-bar :set) at 307 93 feet) with the East boundary' of the Hutson
property to a point in the centerline of an existing ditch. thence with a common
boundary to the Joe N Hutson property, the Joe Pat Slone property and th,
Chest Ftotnneon property, followirig the centerline of an ousting ditch. the
lowing beannge and distances

4WC.
FRIENDSHIP
Cemetery
currently
We
are

Melo Wants<

Help Wantad

"Come Join a Winning Team"

l'hit 24th day of August. 2010
Ft. epectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commleseiner
Calloway l'ircuit Court

20

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Albert Klosigner and Infs..
Kathryn Klossner. by General Warranty Deed from Donald L Jackson, dated
March 17. 2000. of record in Book 341. Page 451. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court Kathryn Klosener died on August 8 2009. and upon her
death. all nght. title and interest became vested in Albert Klossner )

84 WORM

GERALDINE fiAGLER MARTIN. et al .

DEFENEDANTS

By virtue of a Judgrnent and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on August 9, 2010. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $8.4.410 93. plus interest, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky. to
the highest bidder. at public auction on Fnday. September 24. 2010 at the hour of
10-00 a m . local time. or thereabout. the follower* described property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 1616 Kirkwood Drive. Murray.
KY 42071. and being more particularly downbed as follows
Lot No 8 in Block 6 of Plainview Acres Subdivision, Unit to the town of
Murray. Kentucky. as shown by plat of recorri in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court in Plat Book 2 Page 3

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO 08-CI-00018

VS

PLAINTIFF

NO7'ICE OF SALE

ALBERT KLOSSNER.
DONALD L JACKSON, LANA BELL.

This 24th day of August, 2010
Respectfully. submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commiasioner
Callowav Circuit Court

THE BANK OF NEW YORK,AS TRUSTEE. et al ,

I

ttAi'HONTIA BANK OF DELAWARE, N.A
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COMMONWEALTH OF KF\
NMONWEALTII

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCEN
COURT (IF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Cm! AC1.3013 N.) 09-C1-00201

COUR I OF JUSTIC

RI
CALIA >WAY I'IRCUIT
Ch il Action No 094 I 00584
PIAIN111-:

FRET 2005 2 TRUST
PI AINTIFF

BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY
VS

KENTVCK

oF
cALL0WAY CIRcITIT
Cm!Action No 10-el-00046
COURT

NOTICE OF SALE

DERF.K DILLON
' \ DILIA" ET Al.

WELLS FARGO BANK. N A • as Trustee for
Option One Mortgage Loan Truat '2007-4
Asset-Backed Certificates Senn. 2007 4.
PLAINTIFF
VS

DEFENDANTS

tie of a Judgment and iinier of Sale entered hs. the. Calloway Circuit Court
the ahos.e cause to satish the Judynoent of th.. Plaintiff in
',isnot 9 2010
soprourna... amount of S218967 19 plus lute,. 1 shall procnai to offer for
it the Courthouse door in the ("Its of %tiaras.
ounts Kentucks. to
• athest bidder at pubis aurtron on Friday September 24 '2010 at the hour
deacnbed
pmperts located
tirrw or thereabout the following
• Ai a m
.ilossaa Countv. Kentucka with its address being 41357 Roosevelt Road
aiorras KY 42071. and being more particular's. described as follows
Legal deacnption of a tract of land situated in the County of Callowa% State of
T'turk. being • part of the Southeast quarter of Section 16. 11..anship '3 Range
and also being TYact 1 of• Minor Subdivision Plat of record in I'lat Book
•
Page 96. Slide 3614 and beirsg further ckrecnbed aa follows
. Inning at •04 rehar SW cap #3175 found at the northweat corner of the herein
rIlled tract and the northeast corner of the Walter Smith pniperts Deed Book
- Page 350, said point being located 30 00 feet aouth of the centerline ot
...evelt Road , Ky Hwy 1346) ami 495 75 feet east of the ,nierline of Jeffres
etera Road.
along the South line ot Roesso. VII Road Soeitn ss deg 19 43 Eaat for a
•
...rice .0'234 24 feet u. artt mbar w cap 01175 ..t at the Northeast ,orner of
nerein dencnbed tract.
creating a new division lin. South 02 deg 14 16 West for a di..t anee
t6 feet to a 04 mbar yr cap 03175 so at the Southeast corner 01 the herein
-. cited tract
nee. creatIng a new division lire Nortt. 65 deg 49 43' West for a distance of
feet to a 84 rebar w cap 03175 set at the aouthweet corner of the herein
rated tract and on the east line of the James Gore properts ,Deed Ft.sak 533.
• 2, 206
_

thence. along the East line of the Ceorr property and the East line of the Jeff
Brasher property Deed Book 576. Page 351.. North 05 deg 05' 09" East for a distance. of 29 50 feet to a #4 nshar w.cap *3175 found.
along the East line of the Brasher properts and the east
thence.
line of the Smith property North 04 deg 44 18' East for a distance of 385 64 feet
to a rock found.
theme continuing with the East line of the Smith properts North 02 deg 14 16"
East tor a distance of 499 00 feet to the point of beginning
Together with and subject to covenants, easements and restnctions of record
This tract contains 5 OM acres according to a survey by VI Associates on October
26 2.007.
Being the mine property conveyed to Derek Dillon. et ux ba deed from Harold D.
Viniard et ux dated November 7. 2005. of record in Deed Book 620, Page 433. in
the office of the t'lerk of the Callowaa t'ountv Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a caah or credit basis of 30 day-a.
but if sold on •credit of 3(1days. the purchaaer ahall be requinsd to deposit with
Of the punthase pnce. oath the balance to be
the commimoner ten percent
fist. in full within thirty ,30, days, with sufficient surety bond. heanng Interest
at 12. per annum from the date of sole until paid, and fully due and payable in
days A lien shall he retained on the pn.pertv as additional security
thirts
All delinquent taxes !than be ascertained and paid. hut shall be sold subyect to, the
current year ad valorem taxes
This 25th day of August. 2010
Respectfully submitted.
mAx w pARKER

NOTICE

NOTICE OP- SALE

VS

SALE

PAMELA 6 DIAL. MIKEL W DIAL.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. ET AL .

,
DEFENDANT:

Bt virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Callow at Circuit
Court on August 9.'2010, an the above cause. to aatisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approxurrate amount of S13.9.51641. plus internat. I shall procased to offer for ask at the Courthouse door in t/te t'ity of Murray. Calloway
County. Kentucky. to the highest bidder. at public auction on Thursday
September 23 2016. at the hour cif" 10 00 a m local time, or thereabout. the fol
lowing deecnbed property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its addresbeing 5137 Stale Route 121 North. Murray. KY 42071 and being more particu
lark described as follows
Murras
A 0 s99 acre tract ot land AA aurveyeci by Klirood Surveying Sernces
Kentucky August 1994. Plat Book 17, Rage 48. located on Highway 121
Approximately S 3 miles Northwest of the intensection of Twelfth and Main
Streets in the City of Murray. Calioway County. Kentucky. and being more par
tirularly described as ;follows Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein
descnbed tract of land and the Northeast corner of the Weal Fork Baptist
Church prnperty. Deed Book 98, Page 521. aaid point being a *4 rehar art
139 90. feet &Ltd of the centerline of the Ola Dresden Road .alt a West Fork
Baptist Church Road; and 35 00 feet South of the centerline of Highway 121
thence South 76 degree, 07 minutes 25 seconds Emit 151 05 feet with the Soul!.
side of Highway 121 to a *4 Kellar set at the Northeast corner of the henrin
derecnbed tract of land. thence. :South 10 degrees 58 minutes 16 seconds West
242 32 feest. creating a new division line to the T(' Hanrrove property, Deed
Book 114. Page 573 aed with the West side of Traci 2 aurveyed this date to a
Persimmon Tree at the Southern. corner of the herein deacnbed tract .11 land
then,South S9 degrees 26 minutes '20 seconds West • 117 17 feet, creating a
new division line to the sald Hargrove property and with the said 'Tract 2 to a st
mbar set at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land, thence
North 00 degrees 32 minutes 34 seconds East 117 90 feet with the West Fork
Baptist Church property. Deed Book 51. Page 387. to an existing iron pin. thence
North 12 degrees 42 minutes 15 seconds East 161 52 feet with the Weal Fork
Baptist Church property Deed Book 98. Page 521 to the point of beginnIng
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways
Except an, interest, in the coal. oil. gas and other mInerals underlying the land
which has been beret...re conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances and all
right, and easement.. In favor of the estate of sold coal. oil. gas and other minerals if any
Being the same property quitclaimed to Mikel Vo" Dial and Pamela 6 Dial, husband and wale. from Pamela G Dial. a mamed woman. by Quitclaim Deed dated
Fehruart 19. 2007. and recorded March 7. 2007. in Deed Book 684. page 66.1.
the Office- ol the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash or credit basis of forts •frve
days. but if aold on a credit of 30 days. the purthaser shall he required to depoeut
with the commissioner ten percent i 10. I of the purchaae pnce. with the halance
days. %nth sufficient sureta bond. beannir
to be paid in full within thirty
interest at 12: per annum from the date of.le unul paid. and fulla due and
payable in thirta days A lien ahall be retained on the property as add:non/0
ovunty All delinquent taxes ahall be ascertained and paid. but ahall be mold
suluert to the current year ad valorem taxes

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment •nd Order of Sale entered to the Calloway Circuit
Court on Januara 25. 2010.. puriluant to Sesond Order of Sale eraered ALLKUP1 9
the Plaintiff in the approx
wn the above I'SUM, 10 satuify the Judirrnent
imate principal amount .4-$47.345 34. I shall pron.. to offer for Kale at the
in the- City of Miura). Calloway County Kentucky. to the highCourthou.
est bidder, at public auction on Fridae, Septemher 17. 2010. at the hour of 10 tat
m . local time. or thereabout. the [elbowing deacnbed property located in
l'ounty. Kentucky. with ita address being 1519 Johniton Avenue,
Parcel No 005-0-0007-004101 ane1 Nang mon. p.m,.
Murray. KY 42071
larly described as follows
'Lot No I in Section E and pan of Lot No 2 in Section E in the Meadow Lane
Subdivision to the town of Murray, Kentucky as Mown by corrected plat of
record in the office of the Ck fit of the Calloway County Court in Deed Book 10:1
Page 459. and niore particularly described as follow"
Beginning at the Northvrest corner of JAM:IS T Annbriuster's lot deed to arucl
Arrnisruster'a lot being recorded in the office of the Clerk of the l'alloway Count:,
Court in Deed Fkek 107, Page 501 and Ileed Book 107. Page 502. thence South
130 feet to•stake in a fence row. thence West vnth the said fence row and the
meandenrigs of the creek in a Northwesterly direction to the east right-of-way of
South 161/I Street. thence North with the East nght-ofas as of South Ifith Street
to a stake at the Northeast comer of the intersection of South 16th Street and
Johnson Boulevard, thence East with the South side of Johnson Boulevard
approximately 155 feet to the point of heirinnir4/ "

MIN
81 2 V
LAI
SELEC
WARD-E.

005 E South

4270
Being the same properta conveyed to Robert G Miller. and wde. Donna L
Miller. by deed from 'William .1 Folta. and wife. Patricia M Folta, dated Man
13. 1979. of record in Book 1.59. Card 1769. in the office of the Clerk of the
Callowas County COW{

The aforementioned properts shall he sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days
but if aold on a credit.30 days. the purchaaer shall be required to deposit 'nth
the commissioner ten percent Bre , et the purcha. pnce. "nth the balance to he
paid in full within thirty 130, days. with sufficient surety bond. ba.anng interest
at 12.. per annum from the date of' sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty 130, days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional aecuritt
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. hut thy nroperts shall he seat
subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

Thie 24th day of August, '2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

-OWNER Fit
38R. 28A. no(

settirg on 5

$4.950 down
Hardin. 615-2

16x74. 200
2BA. Fox P
270-293-529:

16X80
3Bf
Fleetwood M
;
S1 3.500
227-2394

2BR & Lot.
270-753-601;

RESIDENTIAL MARKETING SPECIALISTS

Turn over a new leaf!

This 25th day of Augur., 2t310
Respectfully submated,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commisaioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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NICE 2 bedrc
pets. 753-98f
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required. 753

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00065
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN'TUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCITIT COURT
Civil Action No 1041-0(k179

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY.
VS

DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY.
As Trustee for Morgan Stanley Home Equity Loan Trust 2006-3.
Mortgage Pass0Through Certificates. Senes 2006-3.

PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE

EVAN DUGGAN,THE 11NKNOWN SPOUSE OF
EVAN DUGGAN and CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTL'CKY
DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered bt the
Calloway Circuit Court on August 9. 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff an the approximate amount of 871.657 62. plua interest. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthottae door in the City of Murray.
Calloway Cs.unty, Kentucky. to the higheat bidder. at public auction on
Thursday. September 23. 2010. at the hour of 10 06• m . local tune, or thereabout the follovnng descnbed property located In Calloway County Kentucky.
with its add,.being Lot •19 Western Shores, Murray, KY 42071. and being
follows
more particularly descnbed
Being desqrnated at. Lot 19. Legacy Cove North. WESTERN SHORE.s. as shown
an the plat of same of record in Plat Book 39, Page 55, Slide 3771. in the office
of the Callowat County Court Clerk in Murrat'. Kentucky. b. which plat spertfic
reference is hereto made for a more particular derecnptien of said lot
FIV

DAVID R BARBEAI'. TONYA BARBEAU.
GE MONEY BANK. COUN'TY OF CALLOWAY.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of" S'ale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court or. August 9. 2010. tn the above cause. to /satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaint.ff in the approximate amount of $65.855 69. plus interest. I shall proceed
to offer for rale at the Courthoutie door in the City of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the higheet bidder. at public auction ..n Friday. September 24. 2010
at the hour of 10-00 a m . local time, or thereabout. the following descnbed property located in Calloway County. Kentucky with Its address beirig 3805 hOuth
S Highway 641. Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularlt descnbed as
follows A 2010 acre tract of land known as Tract 3 as surveyed by the firm of
FT Searger3 and Assostates. of Murray. Kentucky. on September 2h 1990. locat
ed on the East arde of S Highway 641 approximately 4 miles zouth of the Cit.
of Murray and being Imown as a minor subdivision plat Plat Book 12, Card
1071,of the Gee and Elkins property and being a part of the Northwest quarter
of Section 15. Ilawnship 1. Range 4 East in Callowas County. Kentucky. and
being more particularly described as follows
Beginning at a 04 rebio i found 30 00 feet East of the centerline of S Highwaw
641,0 2 miles, more or less. North of Kentucky Highway 1828. and being the
Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land and a common COMP,. to
the Richard Gee property !Plat Book h. Card 21 ,. thence. North 16 deg 56 20E.ast - 299 52 feet along the East right-of-way of t' S Highway 641 to a #3 rebar
• foundt at the Southw,at corner of the Richard Gee and Danny Gee propertt .
thence. South 83 deg 02 30' East - 282 90 feet with the South boundary. of the
Gee and Gee property generally along an existing fence to a 2' iron pipe ,foundl
at a common corner to The Richard Gee property Plat B..k 6. Card 21.. thence.
with the boundara of the Richard Gee property the following heanngs and diaLances South 01 deg 49 45' East - 242 82 feet to a 2" rn.n pipe ,found "Soith ss
deg 41 45' West - 375 96 feet to the point of beronnIng

Suhject to covenants and reatnctions for WESTEFLN SHORE.S recorded in Hook
643 Page 415. amended in Book 651. Page 786. in the Calloway Counta Clerk's
. Mice in Murray. Kentucky

Being the same property conveyed to David R Barbeau. et ux . by deed from
Jessie Young et ux dated October 19. 2005. of record in Dee. Book 617. Page
173, in the office of the Clerk of' the Calloway County Court
cl .
a cash or credit ba,
The aforementioned pmpertt shall he .Id
but if sold on 3 credit of 30 class. the purchaser shall Ise require,
the commissioner ten percent .10. of the pun-hose peley.
.• • paid in full within thirty ,30, days o • t
•
at
per annum from the date ol sa
thirty ,30, days A lien shall he retaineo.,.. the properts .4, Ada a I t3131
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and pard but shall Ise sold subject to
the current year ad valorem taxes

Subject to TVA Restriction which does not convey any right to construct OT main.
lain a pnvare water we facility Rights of'ogre. and egress to and from the
asters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain private water u.se facilities
which may have accrued to this lot. i( any. are vested In Western Shores Group
Dock Amax-lotion and are exercised in accordance with the Asrociation
Agnement at. only through the TVA 26.1 permit already issued to the Group
Dock Al...nation or auhsequent such permits so i.ued
o111. 0111. gas. and other minerals underlying the land
Except any interest In the,
a Inch has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in pnor conveyances. and all
rights and easements in favor of Me estate of said nal. oil. gas and other mtnerals. If any

Bong the same proprrty conveyed to Evan P Duggan by deed of Cooveyance
from KY Land Partners. LIA'. dated July II. 2007. of record in Book 708. Pairs.
;Kt. in the Calk,.ay County Court Clerk's Office in Murray.. Kentucky

060
N* Werited
MI
BRIGHTER Honzons
Child Development
Center located at 629
N 4th street is hiring a
full-time Pre-School
teacher immediately
Early childhood experience and some c,oiiege education preferred but not required
Minimai requirements
Babysitting expenence
and three Of refer-

WESTERN Kentucky
Neurology is seeking a
full tome CNA or LPN
are
hours
Office
Monday-Friday 8am•
mai;
Please
5prn

enCes ContaC1
Director Robyr Damali
at 759-1926 to inquire

LPN/RN Full-time 6arn2pm Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W
Farthing. Mayfield KY

resume to
rr,• •
Manager at •
Kentucky Ne .
Dr Chnstopher King
300 S. 81ti Street Suite
282W. Murray, KY
42071

Help Wanted

PECO
resurhes
Alt SaleS Careers
S.
.
& Other pOSItion
Send to

HOME -COOKING
seeking
Restaurant
experienced. reliable.
workers.
pace
fast
CliShwaSherS.
waiters.
cooks. and
Serd resumes or name
and number to PO.
Box 1040-E

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

PO 130x 363
Murray KY
1-IN
general
PART-TIME
maintenance for rentai
properties 10-15 hours
per week 58.00/hr plus
gas Mus! have reliable
transportation Shroat
Developers 270-9786312. 489-2965 after 6

1BR. price
venous
F
Coleman
9898

If you excel in an entrepteneunal environment and are looking to
earn $50.000- annually. then we are looking for ycu We are seekino
door- to- docv Sales Representatives who have the ability to work
croftciency fix makihc sales Previous
indcpendenth and txtssess
, ,
!'•
,eroce area

2BR Duplex.
MSU 908 N
$425"mo. w
able Mid Om
293-3446

r

mediecom

Murray Ledger & Times
EXPERIENCED body
men needed Please
apply at Parker Ford
Body Shop 753-5273
NOW HIRING houseBest
at
keepers
Western Apply within

First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

r

•

•

SIGN ON BONUS UP TO S5001.
. and

including discuunted
our team today

full benefits
cable, photie dna intemet services. Join

4BR. Ch-iiA.
ances. Col(
753-9898.
1st Full Mo.

For immediate consideration. please apply °oboe at:

http://careers.mediacomcc.com

Calle% a?

Essex

-67On
Mediae
ivww mediacomcc corn

Apartu

1.505 Drug]

IBR & 21

270-75::
TOO I-8N
120
Help tIllintad

D1SCLAINIER
V. hen .siessing
help wants.' section
011

Corrputers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service.Sales
Repairs`Upgrades
759.3556

Illeds
,
das

wchtaigc
mottos ledger cool.
'sou will be redircated
tchnctwork com
Bs default
Munas ans1 loc.rl awt,
listings Mill appear on
thus webstIc
Howes cr. o a natica.al
mchsite. not all listinits
..41 111C )01111CIN Oa tom

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or nerizt basis of for -.
htlt if ..ld on a credit of 45 days. the purchaaer r,hall be required to
ctepoeit with the commissioner ten percent 10%! of the purchase price. wath
ualance to be paid in full wIthin forty-five 145 dant. with sufficient aurets
beano./ interest at Ire per annum from the date of sale until paid. and
aue and payable In forty-five days A lien shall be retained on the properi
additronal secunty All delinquent taxea shall be ascertained and paid. hut
shall be sold ruffled to the current year ad valorem taxes
Thu. 25th day of Augur.. 2010
Reapectfully submitted.
MA.X W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This 25th daa of Auguat 2010
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Comrrossioner

Autumn is the season of change. Why shouldn't that include yaw
care°,9 It VOU d like to switch to an oPPorfunftV that is tur• chalteoging•
and rewarding. consider a caree, with Iviecliacom'

Subrect to ail restnctions, n.nditions. requirements and easemeots a, set out in
several deeds (18. from the. United States of Amenca Trnnessee Valley Authonty
of record in the office of the Calloway County Clerk in Murray, Kentucky

Thie property is subrct to all previously conveyed nght-of-ways and ca,rniellt".

HAIR Stylost needed for
Salon. booth rent 270559-9263

At;

USED APP
Subjewt to all restrictions. conditions and cos enante and to all legal F.10,..k,
and eaaements

Master Cornintaxioner
'alloway eIrcurt Court

VS

10
Lig!
2
1
Behind

ROBERT 6 MILLER DONNA I. MILLER
CAPITAL ONE RANK
W

Murra, Lt

010

010

010

t)10

Notice

NIurra, Ledger & rinses

MC played ihn.ugh
the ISIurras Ledge'
,Please tall
& Ting
us it you haw ant
question,regarding
tlx• N1U11.1% area
lob hemp. Iliank you

and
DEPENDABLE
honest single Mom
needs work' Wiil do
house cleaning, windows. yard work. run
errands. sit with ill or
eiderty. house sit walk
your dog, etc Have references 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537
HOME cleaning services. 227-7129
Provate duty sithng for
the sick and elderly
24+ years expenence
in the home and hospital. Do have references. 270-933-0621
Seekong Christian
Babysitter. in my home
Must have expenence.
references For 2 small
ctioldren Send resume
or name & address to
PO Box 1040-E

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good used guns.
Berson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used air cond,
honer. stove. refngerator. electric. & gas
heater. storm windows
753-4109
Old
Murray
High
Annuals
270-7539586 day, 270-7530292 night
Wanted
1000 gal
propane tank 270-9781539

Artcles
For Sate
SALE.
FOR
Powerwheels. Harley
Davidson. 5100
need new battery) 19Color TV. told but
works on cable or
Blocks
direct). $25
SI 00 each Couch &
Love seat. $100, VCR.
$15. Call 270-2278721 after 4.00prn
Burng & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves.
Quarters. dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900

Eaum °PI

HAZEL Aix
Now taking
tions for 1 &
Rent based
in
Mobility
accessible
492-8721
Thurs
10-12prn TD
1-800-648-6(
Housing Opp

HAZEL
MENTS
We Now Hi
Apartment
Phone 492& Thurs
TDD No.
6056 Equa
Opportunity

Extremely
bedroom in I
pay the el(
water. trash.
nish
all a
including 0
dryer. Only
You won t fir
or cleaner
(270)492-82'

702 N. 12th St
Articles
For Sale
BERMUDA
Square
Bales out of the barn
$4.50 each. 270-293
5381
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS tor sale at
Tends-N -Treasures
Heart of Hazel Dr Joe
Fuhrmann, cnvner
appraises
&
buys
coons. 270-753-4161
FOR SALE Extra nice
large sofa 270-4928668

Murray
dryer
&
WASHER
tstackable and regular)
Case tractor(801
real estate lots. Will
consider trades 753,3109. 227-1546

LARGE 38F
nevAy roma
campus. Ci
$550 water.
trash rumisr

pers. 293-3;
4600

LARGE. 36
bath, all a
lawr
Arnana HO Dryer with
Roper HD Washer XLG
$250 Fngsdaire Chest
Freezer S125 or S300
takes all 3 270-7539569

227-5173.

NEW Renoi
Sty* Apartr
appliances
S400/mo.
662-812-926

41ger & [Imes

CLASSIFIEDS

Murra, Ledger & limes

Lecial
Nonce

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

\

753-2905

.r1..n..1,Violo '4
0 al 11,4 arpr..‘
.1 -.al. al tla
to ItIt` high
the hour of 10 IN,
located in
an Avenue,
ag more particu

)/...I

egal highways

.

LA-RGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

**OWNER Finance3BR, 2BA, nice country
setting on 9. acres.
S4.950 down $695/mo
Hardin. 615-397-3171
16x74. 2006, 2BR.
2BA. Fox Meadows.
270-293-5293
16X80 3BR. 2BA.
Fleetwood. Must move.
753-1856.
$13.500
227-2394
2BR & Lot. $12.900
270-753-6012

L

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fndav
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Do at -800 648 6056
Secluded 1BR. near
Recently
hospital
updated smoke & pet
free $335 includes
water & trash Year
lease. 270-226-8006
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
ate& Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view WM,
refrigerator.
stove.
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electnc.
5600,mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

280
Mobile Homes Fru Rent

NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866

Illi

pertments For Rot

OR 2br anis nea
Murray
downtown
lease and deposi
required 753-4109

ale looking to
We are seE4ung
ability to work
sales Previous
SE0VICE. area

1BR. price reduced.
vanous
locations
Coleman RE 7539898.
2138 Duplex. close to
MSU 908 N 18th St
$425`mo. avid. available Mid October 270293-3446

ki full benefits
services .3001

4BR. C/1-1/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Garden
Essex Dina
Apartments
1505 ITiuguld Orin c
I BR & 2BR Apt,
270-753-6554
TDD I-808-545-1433
Ext. 261 4
EQualoPponontak)

Ct

3uying &
old U S Coins
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves
waders. dimes
3old coins. proot
ets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

SAattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks

ictory Seconds

270-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray

SHER 8, dryer
ickable and regular
se tractori801 13/
I estate lots Wil
isider trades 753
)9. 227-1546
Appiseces

lane HD Dryer wIth
per HD Washer XLG
Fngidaire Chest
,ezer $125 or $300
es all 3 270-753-

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications tor 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm TDD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
APARTHAZEL
MENTS.
We Now Have a 1BR
Apartment ra,.ailable
Phone 492-8721 Mon
& Thurs 10-12pm
TDD No. 1-800-6486056 Equal Housing
Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill.
water. trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $550mo
You won t find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
1270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt
newly remodeled, on
campus. C H A. W&D.
S550 water. sewage &
trash furnished no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
LARGE. 3BR 2 Tull
bath, all appliances.
C/H/A, lawn service
227-5173.
NEW Renovated Lott
Style Apartment New
appliances with w d
$400/rno. plus deposit
662-612-9260

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
711 SYCAMORE
STREET IN BACK
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Oki & new. oid oak
high chair, explosive
box (wood), ice
cream parlor
table chairs. jeweiry
purses (new), fishing
tackle & lots more
MOVING Saie
397 Whiteoak Dr
94E to 280
9/0'9-9(18

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hotiansimotoisales c
270-753-4461
Vans

1 & 4BR Houses
Deposi
Lease
&
Required
270-7534109
3BR, carport. fenced
storage.
backyard,
shade. patio no pets.
270-293$685/mo.
6070
WATERFRONT For
Rent. 3BR. 2BA. with
sun-room. 2300scift. 3
aces overlooking KY
Lake. More info go to
*WA hamsniakeret'eat inm
or 436-5091. Leave
message

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-$0
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
i2701 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
nisa st. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
AIINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
teener id 121 s. &
DAIS 5'25 10.15 $40
(2701 436-2524
2701 293-m106
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2002 Chevy Silverado
2500 HD Duramax.
Crew-Cab. axe, tow
$10.500
package_
0130. Call 270-2933512
2003 GMC
cab. white.
miles. 2WD. no
dents. $11.900 2936430
530
Undoes Offered
L&114
LAWN SERVICE .
Mowing, Maniitiring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante
753-1816 227-061
1 -270-227-058All carpentry consrrt,c
A.iditiors ,emoci
rottor
&
rep
A-u4,
r r,
2J3.,

‘11+
.
,,
llousum
r_
• !

• YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOIL
ONLY 475.00
-A MONT.H"
CALL 733-1916

c SY •

ist Foil kik) Rent Free

SALE.
verwheels. Harley
ridson. $100
d new battery) 19or TV. (old but
ks on cable or
$25. Blocks
)0 each Couch &
e seat. $100. vCR.
Call 270-2271 after 4 00pm

2003 Pontiac Grand
Am GT. V6. white
loaded. excellent COOlition, low mileage
270-436-5413
270227-2125

L .Jdge or and
C,aravan one owner
condition
excellent
K white $5 500
978-6064

•

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

4270)753-1713

enciude your
un. challenging.

3-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1706 HOLIDAY
WED-SAT

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

e, Donna
ta. dated Mani'
Clerk of the

CIALISTS

Cell 270-753-8848
before 8 00pm
Futrell Farms

We Otter.
-All Size Units
- 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
Climate Control

005 E Souih 12th St

tams of 30 da‘,
rd to deposit with
I the balance to be
d. bearing interest
de and payable in
sectirit
pert, shall be .1d

t„

HAY
4 VilittebeS
SCiutaie & Round

dor.- ytwor

e Meadow Ltne
"tied plat of
n Tteed Book 103

t. deed to said
Calloway Count.
12. thence South
nee row and the
ist right-Moven ot
South lfith Street.'
16th Street and
n Boulevard

530
Services Offered

Supplies

MBC Storage

1 1 1 %IY I 1

k1ednesda,. September 15, 20111 •

Hill Electric
since

that t , • e
.Allat'tt. OP
nzt, bants

nit.

24 noun mama
Res Com & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
11 lobs - big or small

753-9562

•
Roy '

Ma. .00•1••

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
(prmi
rvic_TR
eElnEsu
7
S5
e3
ADAMS Horne
Improvement

Lam,rate
Repa,rs o.orkers .
Insured
..17-2617
ANDRUS Excasat,nq
and Septic Systo- •
Dozer. back hoe
vvc,r,
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering :i.eptic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE II PARTS
;270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Var- Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pm in*. Sealcoating.
& Hauling
IONA UK VI IS

270-753-2279
CONDONEFilit
STRUCTION: For ali
your home improvement needs. Painting.
Carpentry
Roofing.
work
woth
Oually
Ari
prices.
affordable
work
guaranteed
28yrs exp Please call
Mike 731-642-3565 or
731-514-1946
FLAWLESS
FINISH
Presture Washing
'. Houses. Patios
Decks. Sidewalks S
- Drrieways.
renies P. Siding
Cali Toclay For A
Froe Estimate,
.270-56'2-2228

• v.cekl & •Ncial pickups
operated
• locall!, ON,
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs. exp 2938814

Kentucky
Lake
1 to 3 AC - only
539 900
wf FREE Boat
Slip.
Depression-like pricing
brisk
has spurred
salest
Incredible opportunity
to own a beautifully
wooded. estate-size
homesite overlooking
spectacular 160.00C
acre recreational lake
Kentucky. Enjoy endless boating, fishing
and skiing ve your
family. miles of trangoil
walking trails. shimmering sunsets &
priceless memories.
Includes paved road
frontage
all utilities
completed. Fully buildable when you are
ready.
Bank will finance with
little money down &
easy terms. Come see
why almost 500 people
have bought - even in
these tough times. Call
me now for a FREE
map & pictures plus a
no-pressure. guided
tour
1-8t)0-704-3154.
x 3589

MAN'FIELD. Ky. - On Sept.
18. girls anti boys of all ages are
in% lied to participate in the
Gourd-mobile Derby. - a highlight of Ntiy field's annual
Gourd Patch Festi% al. The derby
is organized and implemented
by. the Ntaytielti/Graves County
An Guild. For a small entry fee.
participants receive a packet
containing axles. %%heels. and a
base with which they constnict a
racecar using gourds and gourd
pieces. The racers t% ill he di% ided by age groups. and there %%ill
ea en be an adult division. The

RETAIL Store in Hazel
4./SF
5000
51000 00 rnonth
270-492-8211

BY OWNER- 4 5 acres
on piestigious Oaks
Country Club Road.
270-435$70.000
4001

Harass For Sete

3BR 1BA. %oath large
shop North ot Murray
7,3-053/
DOG Obedience
(2701436-2858
puppieSShrh-Tzu
CKC.
AKC
$300male female
$350 270-251-0310
evenings

Nr* 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SRC Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Ocid Jobs Repairs
Home Auto
Plumbing. Carpentry.
Light tlectrical.
Yards. &
Much More
No Jot, Too Small
Jacob
270-978-0278

(270)925-5387

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming.
stump grinding. fire
wood Insured 489
2839

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic 8 Ins
210-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

LAWN Ca,e Sen.lue
Reasonable
rates
starting at S15 27°'
-O-d7R753-2405
24.41

ROOFING Licensed
and fully
insured
Home
Adam's
!mbrOvernent

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

David's Home
Improvement
LIC

.u.,ommerciar &
Residenrial
•ASpnalt Installation
8 Maintenance
40 yrs expenence.

Hamilton Granite
&

(270)769-0501

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
lvier "Itaniosk • 24",-1-22,
Displa Hours 1/1101A41

rAL
,
repa,r
Installation,
maintenance on doork
and operators 270
L'q'rt

HOME TOWN
TREE.SERVICE
insukep Rehab..
0•Me.ndable
F;ee Ecliettalee•
-4e StCgrii,flern,. •
.'ort
,-*n.s;•:

2 Heeler pups. 1 Glue
red Free to good
home. 227-6444. 2930694

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

,Ar,ti Do Insurance Wo.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Call us we will be
glad to heip.

SimmonS Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area
519-8570.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

Appliance
Repair
ALL BRANDs
Ward Ellons
270-753-1713

SUDOKU

THE Murray Ledger &
'Ales considers its
kuurces reliable. but
naccuracees do occur
-fiaaders using this
ntormation do so at
their own nsk Atthough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

braces
,,,orsts
Rernodelong &'
,
tufting

Muiray '.edger &
17mes

270-753-1916

the eraply SquawS sO that eau
,
ta,ns ale same nornoe
Suck*, increases

P.'

_Concepts SudoKu
8 6 7 9
4 7
9
1
4
6
5
5_
7
4
9
5
1 3
6
9
4
6
5 2
1 2
8 3
7
9

Answer to previous puzzle
6 4 7 2 5 3 8 1 9
3 9 1

7 8 6 2 5 4

2 8 5 9 1 4 3 7 6
5 6 8 3 9 7 4 2 1
9 2 3 1 4 5 6 8 7
7 1 4 8 6 2 9 3 5
1 5 2 6 3 9 7 4 8
4 3 6 5 7 8 1 9 2
8 7 9 4 2 1

-gourd-mobiles- are raced down
a track during the festival: and
first place is awarded for the
fastest cars of the derby in each
di% isitmo
The art guild will oversee
three racecar-building workshops leading up to Sept. 18.
Each two-session yy orkshop will
be conducted by Ronn Moyers
at the Ice House Gallery'. 120
Street.
in
North
Eighth
Mayfield. The workshops will
take place on Sept. 14-15 from
4-6 p.m. and from 6-8 p.m.
Students may choose any two

session they wish. but should
call ahead ro reserve their spots.
Call
the
Mayfield/Graves
County An Guild at (2701 2476971 for more intormation and
to reser\ e a space at a workshop.
The Gourd Patch Festival.
sponsored in cooperation %kith
the City of Mayfield, the
Mayfield Tourism Commission.
Mayfield/Graves
and
the
County Art Guild. promotes
interest in and appreciation ot
gourds in tt estern Kentucky.
The celebration will include
workshops. a national gourd art

5 6 3

vendors,
exhibition. gourd
gourd crafters. outdoor entertainment. concessions and other
actit ities including thc Gourdmobile Derby'.
The Mayfield/Graves County
Art Guild is a member supported non-profit community- arts
center located in the historic Ice
House in Mayfield. The Center
is accessible to inch% iduals kl 1th
disabilities and is open Tuesday
through Fnday from 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and Saturday from 10
a.m. to I p.m.
Admission is free.

Horoscope
for
tiAPPI
BIR INDAI
Thursday. Sept. 16. 2010:
This year. you open up to man!.
changes. Emphasize your imagination and your ahility to mote
past an issue. YOU might see a
situation far differently from
others. You add more energy
than you realize. You add a caring. reeling tolich that makes
people more comfortable, He
%riffling to discuss issues more
openly
ou are single. a relationship enters our lite that w
:a significant role. If von are
attached. the two of volt region
our past closeness. You act like
newt\ weds. C.1PRIL'ORN is
tun to he with.
The Stars Shou the Kind of
Day You'll Haw: 5-Dy
4-Positise:
!

Acreage

2 bay shop with drain
office and bathroom
Maple St $375 mo

(270)873-2098

Handyman Work

Services Mired

Gear up your gourd-mobiles... It's almost race time

Lalis Property

_AND
BARGAIN,

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

L

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Investigate alternatives
even if someone or several people. nixes every idea that heads
in his or her direction Focus on
what you can do without a highfive from others Sometimes you
Tonight
have little choice
Burning the midnight oil
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Keep reaching out for
others You might not understand what is happening behind
the scenes with an associate It
also is questionable whether you
want to know Creativity fills in
the gaps Allow more feedback
from those who have vision
Tonight Let your mind wander
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Bui!ci a stronger sense
of connection in a key r3latiorship Allow greater creativity and
a deeper sense of connection to
bubble up Don t take unneces-

ly lamellae Blear
sary nsks. if possible Others
simpiy aren t working with you
nor against you Take your rime
Tonight- Dinner for two
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Defer to others. knowing
full well what you need. which is
cooperation You are coming
from a very solid pant of view
Others simply cannot hear your
message. especially those who
count Tonight Sort through
weekend plans
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Stay even and direct in
your dealings You might not
always come up wtth the best
soiution Be aware of the costs
of a project that might be important to you Discussions don t
seem to reveal any solutions yet
Tonight Pace yourself
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your receptiveness
helps you bypass a maior issue
For many. it could involve
finances You will find a solutton
that might startle you. Don t
allow insecurity to float through
your plans any longer Tonight
Let your hair down
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Use your imagination to
get past the inevitable Your ability to handle a personal matter
could make a big difference
Carefully consider options that
surround you Share what you
might think IS an off-the-wall
idea Tonight Homeward bound
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Keep conversation:
,
moving A meeting proves to be
enlightening Consider that the
only person who is holding you
back is yourself Make calls
brainstorm away and get a proiect off the ground Tonight Start
thinking about weekend plans
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to broker
a better inderstaniiihg financia'

ly You might want to discuss
what is behind another person's
actions Try walking in this person's shoes rather than iudge
him or her Go along with an
associate's ideas. Tonight Work
as late as need be
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Someone COu;Cl be hard
on you This person wants
something done his or her way
and will say and do whatever it
takes. You might want to read
between the lines Distance
yourself and see what is going
on with this person Tonight All
smiles Find a friend or loved
one
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Read between the lines
more carefully How you handle
a child or loved one is important
Listen to his or her perspective.

I hanican. male. tour inontho
'Short Had-M
1‘11‘
siiftTER HOt

'00%J RI

‘turraN

Understand what needs to OCCur
within your immediate circle in
order to bnng a greater sense of
connection. Tonight: Consider a
radical change, but don't act on
it.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You see 3 lot going on
behind the scenes. You know
what you want to do. Realize
what is inevitable. and don't fight
city hall in order to achieve those
results. A sense of being connected to others remains key. A
meeting is important_ Tonight:
Where the action is.
BORN TODAY
Blues musician B B
King
(19251. actor Peter Falk (19271,
magician David Copperfield
(19561

Kos ke

Val-4

sal 10

paa

ounts Animal Shelter •
at 1

7144141

1
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WAIN Back
Ten years ago
Published la a pactuve of Republican v ice presidential candidate
Dick Cheney as he talks to died
Republicans at Information .Age
Park Thursday. night in Paducah.
McCracken County Republican
Party Chair Bruc:e Pope and
Cheney 's wife. Lynne. joined him
on the platforrn
David Fox of Calloway County has been recognized as a member GI the Murray State University's deans list for credits earned
dunng the spnng 2000 term.
Lauren Elizabeth Hale recently competed in Amenca's Must
Beautiful Pageant and was
crowned queen of the 12-23
months age division
Twenty years ago
Murray State University Board
Center proudly presents an evening
with George Carlin. with special
guest Dennis Blair. Sept 20. at
8 p.m. in Munay State Racer
Arena.
Published is a picture of firefighters from the Murray Fire
Department as they squelch a blaze
at 626 N. 4th St. The house,
which was given to the fire department hy the Murray. Gas System. was used as a training exercise for new trainees.
David Eric Weatherly of Murray. has been awarded a S500
Albert and Almac Lee Tracy
Memorial Scholarship for the
:990-91 academic year at Murray State University.
Thirty. years ago
Published is a picture of Kelly
Walker. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Walker of Murray, as one
of 400 people attending the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
employee picnic held Saturday in
the Murray-Calloway County Park.
Special ladies day events will
be held at the Oaks County Club
on Wednesday, Sept 17. A luncheon will he served with Linda
White and Marsha Hargrove as
chairman. Other hostesses will be
Hazel Berkley. Martha Covey. Dot
Erwin, Vicky Garland. Wanda

Hendon, Bobbie Losett, Glenda
New some,
Compton. Wilma
Dillon, Elizabeth Furches. Verona
Grogan, Grace James, Olivia Marshall and Vicky White.
Forty years ago
Cal Luther, athletic director
and head basketball coach at Murray State University. was d special guest at the luncheon meeting ot the Executive Board ot
the Murray Woman's Club held
Monday. Sep( 14 at the club house
The "Autumn Fling" party for
the seventh and eighth grades of
the Oaks County Club will be
held on Saturday, Sept. 19. The
planning committee will be Phyllis Tibbs, Leanna Boone. Vickie
White. Tern Stokes. Traca Walker, Tnp Jones and Alan Smith.
A theft of 17100ty and cigarettes was reported at the C. &
H Market. New Concord Rd., to
the Murray Police Deparunent on
Sunday at 9:41) a.m.
Fifty years ago
Joe Pat James has been appointed Calloway County Rural Chairman of the United Fund.
Mr. and Mrv. Hale Mathis are
the parents of a boy born at the
Murray Hospital this week.
The Murray College High
School Class of 1960 held its
reunion at the Triangle Inn on
Aug. 22, v. ith Sherrill Gargus,
class presadent. as toastmaster.
Sixty years ago
Way Ion Rayburn has been
SWOM in as the third member of
the Calloway County Draft Board,
according to T.O. Tumer. chairman. The other member is A.
Carman Mrs. Ed Adams is secretary. of the board.
Progress is being made on die
clinic building of Dr. A.D. Butterworth on the comer of Seventh imd Main Streets.
The third annual Murray Jaycee
Tennis Tournament will be held
Sept. 17 and 18 at the Murray
State Tennis Courts. The trophies
to be given are on display at
Lindsey's Jewelers_

Drunken indiscretion threatens
happy roommate relationship

Et Lk E3

Fighting oral cancer

DEAR DR.GOTT: I follow your
column in our local paper religiousDEAR ABBN': I have gotten over and ask ETIC'S friend if Eric
ly. and your "No Hour-No Sugarmy self into a "pickle" and I don't as gay. Has fnend told me he is
plan has made a big difference in
know how to get out of it.
straight.
I rent a house with two roomthe hypoglycemia condition that I
Eric lives in my neighborhood
mates(both males)and have always and we became good friends. He
seem to be prone to. Sadly, 1 doni
followed a strict rule ot not dal- has asked me out arid I would
cock to it nearly often enough.
ing roommates or co-workers One say yes. except that Joey said he
More
night. I came home after having likes him Joey has never spoken
specifically.. I
d few drinks with fnends One
to Eric and only. likes him in an
am 65 and
of my room- '
appreciating" sense. And of
probably an
mates was a p course. there's the fact that Eric
alcoholic —
arid we start- isn't gay.
the result of a
ed
talking.
What should I do"! Does the
lifetime
of
Then he start- '
girl code• apply to your gay
bad choices
ed kissing me. fnends, too"' -- CONFLICTED IN
and a couple
I wasn't think- THE SOUTH
of bad maring clearly.,
DEAR CONFLICTED: With
nage,. I live
and
didn't the "girl code.' girls agree no( to
(by choice) in
object when date men another girl has her
a
fairly
lie trotted me sights set on -- theoretically.
Gff to my
remote part of
By
because there is the possibility
ICK611.
that he can be snagged if there's
Dr. Peter Gott Michigan's
I do like no interference But in a ase like
Upper
him. but only. this. where a gay person 'appreBy Abigail
Peninsula, where medical advice is
as a friend. ciates' someone who as straight.
hard to come by. I also have a histoVan Buren
There Life no the chance is remote to nonexistry of oral cancer. despite not having
sparks tor me as there are for ent. Out of consaderation for Joey's
smoked for more than 20 years. The
him. I don't want this to happen feelings. talk wath him about this.
only ENT doc available to me has
again. but I don't wani to hurt I'm sure he will appreciate your
decided that the "cut it out and
him either In an ideal world. I'd concern for his feelings -- and
biopsy it" approach every three
like to remain friends and room- give you his OK
months or so is the proper one.
mates. not lovers. Do you have
While 1 quite understand that his
any suggestions' -- CAN'T
DEAR ABBY: My cousin
approach is the most conservative
BELIEVE I BROKE MY RULE "Cecily" has been m:u-ried for 30
one. I am barely healed up by the
IN Fl.ORIDA
years to a man the entire family
time I need to ge see him again. A
DEAR CAN'T BELIEVE: thinks is wondertul So did I.
second opinion is not available to
Yes. I do. You need to quit drink- until I spotted him in a restaume up here. and I am truly misering or institute another 'rule' that rant a few- weeks ago kissing a
you'll stop at two.
able for the time
takes for my
woman half his age -- and who
Inform your amorous room- was certainly not Cecily.
mouth to heal. Do you have any
mate that in the cold sober light
suggestions on an alternative
I feel awful with this knowlof day you regret what happened edge. but feel worse about rumapproach'
and don't want to repeat it. It
mg their marriage. Do I have a
DEAR READER: I was inunediwon't "hun" him. it will lei him responsibility to share the, inforately struck by your straightforknow w.here things stand. and it's mation with Cecily because she
ward. no-nonsense summation It is
important that he get that mes- is family? -- RELATED TO THE
both healthful and refreshing.
sage. If you do remain room- KISSIN' COUSIN IN NEW MEXLet's take things a step at a time
mates. maintain some distance -- ICO
My approach to weight loss expects
and don't come home "pickled'
DEAR
RELATED: How
that yGu might falter. That's the
again because you 1U106, %hat could
would you feel if Cecily spotted
beauty. of it. If you choose to go out
happen if you do.
your husband of 30 years
for a great pasta dinner. do it. Thare
canoodling with a young woman
shouldn't be any guth involved. but
DEAR ABBY: am a girl in in a restaurant? Would you want
samply a wish to diversify briefly.
high school and have a friend. to be warned? If the answer is
You can get back on track and take
'Joey," who is gay. Joey' saw
yes. then have a word with your
another guy.'Eric.' who he thought cousin. It may not ruin their marup where your diet left off.
was cute. and he made me go riage: it might help to saee it.
Unfortunately. pounds have a way

of creeping back on rather quickly
so it's importani you tiona spluige
too often.
If you think you "may be- an
ak:oholic, you probably are. People
often feel they are slick in a rut. It
becomes quite easy to pick up a
dnnk in an attempt to pass the day
rather than think of taking a walk.
sketching la a book, going bowling
or playing a game of solitaire.
However. esen in remote areas of
the country', there are AA meetings
and suppon groups available if you
are truly motivated.
Oral cancer can form in any part
of the mouth. The nsk of acquinng
it increases with tobacco use the
consumption of alcohol. in males
over the age of 40, for those with a
fantily history: for those with HIV
and those exposed to radiation
A dentist may choose to perform
a painless oral brush biopsy. that
involves talung a sample of tissue
for analysis. If the tissue remains
suspicious, a scalpel biopsy may be
performed under local anesthesia
that can he performed by a dentist
or specialist. A surgeon may believe
the best method of control is
through surgery, such as you have
had. perhaps foliowed by radiation,
chemotherapy or a combination
thereof.
Present these options to your surgeon Of dentist for his or her review
If you disagree with what you are
told. loc:ate the nearest teaching
hospital. make an appointment, get
a second opinion and carry on from
there. You've made it clear this will
be an imposition because of your
kx:ation. but you owe it to yourself.

Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

MN In Milton,
By. The Associated Press
Amencan Revolution.
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 15.
In 1807, tomer Vice President
the 258th day of 2010. There are Aaron Burr was acquitted of a
107 days left in the year.
misdemeanoi charge two weeks
Today's Highlight in History:
after he was founa nc,t guilty of
On Sept. 15. 1940. dunng the tieason.
W'orld War II Battle of Britain.
In 1935, the Nuremberg Lan's
the tide turned as the Royal Air deprived Gerrnan Jews of their
Force inflicted heavy losses against citizenship.
the Luftwaffe. forcing Adolf Hitler
In 1950, during the Korean
to indefinitely postpone his plans conflict, United Nations forces
to invade Bntain.
landed at Incheon in the south
On this date:
and began their drive toward Seoul
In 1776. Bntish forces occu- (sohla
pied New York City during the
In 1963, foul black girls were

Murray Ledger & Times

Dr. Peter H. Gott is a retired
physician and the author of several
books, including "Live Longer.
Live Better." "Dr. Gott's No Flour.
No Sugar Diet" and "Dr. Gon's No
Flour. No Sugar Cookbook," which
are available at most bookstores or
online.
His
website
is
www.AskDrGottMD.com.

Mints From Heloise
killed when a bomb went off during Sunday' services at the 16th
Street Baptist Church in Birmingham. Ala.
In 1982. Iran's fortner foreign
minister, Sadegh Ghotbzadeh (sahDEK' golit-BZAH'-eleh), was executed atter he was convicted ot
plotting against the government.
Ten years ago: The 2000 Summer Olympics opened in Sydney'.
Australia. with a seemingly endless parade of athletes and coaches and a spectacular display.

Ul
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Salt From
Sea to Table
Dear Readers: Do you
know the difference
between SEA
SALT AND
REGULAR
TABLE
SALT? Can
you substitute
one for the other! The answers
to these "salty' questions are below:
Table salt is mined and contains 99.9 percen, sodium chloride. and during processing most
minerals and iodine are removed.
Iodine and dextrose are added to
some brands. which are labeled
'
iodized." Iodine was added in the
late 1920s to help thyroid function and to keep goiters from
grov,ing in the general population.
You can buy table salt that doesn't have iodine or dextrose added.
Sea salt comes from the sea.
Normally, sea salt can be used in
place of table salt; however. sea
salt isn't standardized, and therefore it may vary in taste and punty. The key 'flavor" an all sea
salt is sodium chlonde.
Salt doesn't expire. but when
other items are added (iodine. dex-

by
Heloise

trose, etc.) to table salt, it may
shorten the life of the product.
Iodized table salt has a shelf life
of about five years, under normal
conditions. in a dry. and cool location.
If you have never tasted sea
salt, visit an organic or targe grocery store that sells products in
bulk. Buy just a small amount
(some varieties can be very pricey
-- I once saw Me that was inore
than $30 for an ounce!) and give
it a try. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Helots&
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
E-mail: Heloisefat)Heloise.com
EASY FIND
Dear Heloise: I have a lovely' spice cabinet in my kitchen.
Still, waste a lot of time searching for the right spice. I have
found that the small, plastic. tubshaped containers that lunchmeat
comes in work well to hold three
to six spices. I then categorize
the spices for their use -- Italian:
parsley. basil. etc.
Vihen I am using a recipe. I
just pull out one of the containers. and the spices are all together. Small mealloaf pans also work
well.

I read your column in the Omaha
(Neb.I World-Herald and continue
to learn! Many thanks! -- Ann
Grurnmert, via e-mail
TURKEY HINT
Dear Heloise: Wlth Thanksgivine just around the corner. I
have a hint to ease the stress of
making dinner. Instead of making
one 28-pound turkey for your gathering. make two 14-pound birds.
The cooking time is shorter, they
are easier to lift, and you can
carve one and have the other for
presentation on the table. -- Joan
deGarrno, via e-mail
CORN ON THE COB
Dear Heloise: Here's a great
hint when removing cooked com
from the cob. I always hold the
cob on the inner ring of Bundt
cake pan or spongecake pan. You
then can easily cut the kernels
off. and they will fall into the
pan, making no mess at all. -- Chrissy in Indiana
GROUND-UP BROWNIES
Dear Heloise: I overbaked some
brownies, so 1 ground them up,
added sugar and butter. and niade
a pie crust for a cheesecake pudding filling and whipped topping.
It was the hit of the outdoor dinner. -- Annmane, Alexandria, Va.
(c)2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
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sirI NIc:,
kW I SAW A BIG SIGN
OYER AN Af5LE NAT REV
SENS SAKS:

54 I WENT ONTO PE AISLE
MP TREK INA5 AB5OLLITELY
NOTHING ON TIE 51E11E5—

IVE
5EEN
-THAT
SIGN-

NOPE THEY JU5T HAD 50AE
GUY 5TANC1NG THERE WHO
TOLD ME VATEYER YOUR
IVIF-E WKS,PC ;T..

IGAILIFIVICI_C10743
YIP' YIP' YIP, Yip/
YIP! YIP, YIP' YIP,
YIP' YIP' YIP, ytr,
YIP! YIP' YIP' yiro,

ACROSS
1
7
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
23
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
37
39
43
44
45
46

Test pilot Chuck
Stnke
Niche
Ocean motion
Hand warmer
Wildly eager
Exhalation
Depend
ExplOSive stuff
R;ng legend
Racer's team
Used a shovel
Genesis name
Historic time
Sticks
Author Fleming
Stylishly quaint
Hostels
Seek, as office
Pronto
Hilary Swank movie
Be patient
Casual eatenes
Pipe bends
Beet buys

33
35
36
37
38
40
41
42

Peace goddess
Crazes
Leave out
Impress
Gal of song
Pasture
Tick off
Blockhead

DENI..„ass

E L E
A - A
A
BLOCK
E L K
DIE E
I P
SETUP
NUDES
I GIVI N
M A 13 A
PAR I S
JADE
C H A CI S
SAT
A
A
GAS
C EMU( I N G DM T
MOO E
NE ATO
REICIN S
E NEIOW

Am oarr

Up N

EN L

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1,

12

13

14

8

9

10

21

22

41

42

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PEANUTSollc3D
YES,'KRA HONOR,THIS 15 MY
CLIENT ALICE,THE INJURED
PARTY UJHO FELL DOWN
THE RABBIT- HOLE

WE INTEND TO PROVE
NE6U6ENCE ON THE PART
OF THE PROPERTY OWNER FOR
FAIL1146 TO PO5T A WARNIN6
516N BY THE RABB1T-HOLE..

Alert

TNE JUDEi TOLD
ME TO TAKE MY
HAT OFF IN 7i4E
COURTROOM

10
16
17
18
19
21
22
24
25
30

Orange tuber
Yale rooter
Dc something
Coped
At any time
Painter Magritte
Radio problem
Dnzzle
Bustle
Cnbbage need
Pays to play
Speed checker
Dodge
Urban transport
One of Lear's daughters
Track legend Jesse
Juan or Eva
-- got itr
Blows one's top

15
17

18

16

19

2C

23

24

26

25

77

29

26

30

3,

32

33
34

37

35

38

36

39

43

40

44

45

46
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